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Hancock County Savings Bank,
10 STATE STREET, ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
Commenced business Ms; 1,1173.

Semiannual

paid Sixty-nine

Has

date goes

on

money deposited on or before that
Home Savings Banks fur
interest at that date.
nished when desired.

We
We
We
We

tell for you.
rent for you.
buy for iou.
certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will ca II on you immediately

will
will
will
will

fTl mason,

c. w. &

First National

Bank Bldg..

Want Utrbst.
FOR

Ellsworth,

Ml

SALE

fret f>l land sltnste ns south side snd at foot of Sea street, Northeast Harhor.
This ht of land Is on Um shore and title stTen to low-water mark.
H. W. Qirr property. Water street. Acres of Land west aide High street. Ellsworth. Me.
Farm with buildings In good repair, Acres fins shore property. Katt BluehM, Me.
one 11-t story house newly shingled and tainted. New stable 2*x.e. New hennery 13*42
ill seres of land more or less at) free from rocks, with neser-fallln* well of water at the
wood-house and earrlage-house connected with the house; cuts five tons of hay. This
desirable location for summer home, or for a market garden, being easily acesslble
Harbor markets. Situated at Lumolne, Maine, aoout two miles from U. 8. Coaling

m*ic
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r

Lull
IIS
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bargain—the Sfmon Flood homestead at Surry, about ,v> acres, t 1-2 story dwelling
Apply to C- W, a F. 1,. Mason.

a

tndsmhle.

0.

W.

TAPLEY,

insurance:.

fire;

ELLSWORTH.

h GROCERIES 52C OFF!—
Lots of folks hare snapped up my $1.98 grocery combination 1 YOU
ought to. If you think 52c is worth saving. Up goes the price after
next

tSaturday.

Sugar (others charge

25 lbs.

Gc

a

pound) $1.50
1

gal.

This

fine Molasses,
quality 50c Tea,

$2.50

worth

offered until next

Bring

50c

extra

1 lb. best

50c

choicest

of

Saturday,

package

of

Fancy

family groceries

for

give

you FREE

Crackers or Biscuits ill the

store.
i

A HAVMEC “Cash Down” Grocer,
*“• ilAlllCOy
Ellsworth, Maine.
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"CLASS
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No. 8

P’l

VUftfr fT?

No Yellow

Specks,

for
snbosqaent
10 a. m_ on the following days of the Hamlin was chosen chairman and William
week. Saturday excepted. It is a happy E. Whiting secretary.
coincidence, and mach appreciated by toe
Harry L. Crabtree, in well-ehoaen words,
men, that it is to be the chief Justice of
the State who will lead oft in the delivery presented the name of Dr. Frank F. Siot the numerous lectures that are destined monton for the nomination for mayor.
in the coarse of time to be given at the The nomination was seconded by John A.
law school in its new quarters. Local at- Peters and Milton Beckwith. The nomiNo Sunday Ball.
torneys as well as the public are Invited to
nation was made by acclamation.
attend these lectures.—ltanpor Nhw*.
The city committee was empowered to
Hiss Marlon Baatlett left Monday for •
Arrangements are complete for the All vacancies on the
ticket.
visit in Boston.
“Japanese tombqto” at Hancock hall thia
Caucuses of wards 1, 2, 3 and S were
Aid. C. H. Curtis has returned Iron afternoon and evening, under the auspices
held at the hall immediately following
a business trip to Boston.
of the February committee of the Codthe general caucus. Wcrd 4 held its cauL. F. Qiles has been confined to his gregatioual church. The hall has been cus at
Agricultural hall, North EUsworth.
traneforiled Into a veritable bit of the The
bouse the past week with the grip.
complete ticket is printed at the head
The
entertainment
“flowery
kingdom”.
Irene chapter, O. E. 8., will give a soof the editorial column on page 4.
will be Unique and picturesque.
The
ciable at Manning hall thit evening.
A new city committee was chosen as
“tombola” will have all the features of a
foUows: Ward 1, Leonard M. Moore;
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P. Cushman are relair, with Japanese decorations and cos- ward
2, Henry E. Davis; ward 3, Charles
ceiving congratulations on the advent of tumes, and special entertainment features.
M. Witham; ward 4, George W. Patten;
a son, born Fob. 1.
ThB afternoon little Rachel Haynes will
ward 5, F. Carroll BurrUl.
William U. H. Rice relief corps will appear in the “sunbonuet
series” of posDEMOCRATIC CAUCUS.
meet with Mrs. Charles' H. Leland on Pine ter
The
feature
this
picture*.
evening
The democratic caucus
was
held
street to-morrow evening.
will be a representation of a Japanese
The
caucus
was
Friday
evening.
Mrs. William B. Campbell is seriously wedding.
called to order by Charles H. Leland,
ill. Her daughter, Mrs. C. A. Hanscom,
A recess meeting of the board of aiderchairman of the city committee. James
bas also been ill the past week.
men Was held last Wednesday evening.
A. McGown Was made chairman and John
Dr. F. F. Simonton and wife are receiv- The petition of the Ellsworth Power
E. Doyle secretary.
ing congratulations on the birth of a Supply Co., for construction ot power
Daniel E. Hurley presented the name o<
transmission line to Bar Harbor, was predaughter Tuesday of laBt week.
COMING EVENTS.
George B. Stuart for the nomination for
sented
notices
and
ordered
for
a
at
hearing
The big dam one day last week was filled
mayor. The nomination was seconded by
the
in
March.
The
route
ELMWOKTH.
regular
meeting
to within eight feet of its crest, the highMayoar A. W. Greely, and the secretary
Beginning on was authorized to cast a vote for the Odd Fellows building—New Gem theatre.
est point to which the water bas yet been asked for is as follows:
Grant street so-called, at or near the
Moving pictures and illustrated songs;
raised.
caucus, which he did, and Mr. Stnart was
afternoons from 2 to 6; evenings from 7 to
northern line ot land conveyed to the Bar
declared the nominee.
The young ladies of Ellsworth are
10. General admission, 10c.; children in
Harbor A Union River Power Co. by
Mr. Stnart was called for, and in a brief
arranging for a leap year dance, to be John A.
the afternoon, 5c. Programme changed
Peters, thence southerly along
address, thanked the caucus fdr nominat- ; three times
given at Odd Fellows hall next Wednes- Grant street to Main
1
street; thence eastweekly.
and annonned his acceptance.
him,
ing
day evening.
erly by Main street crossing the Main
Feb. 10, at Manning ball—
Wednesday,
The
committee
was empowered to i
city
The readings by Pbidela Rice last Mon- street
bridge to Water street; thence fill vacancies.
Sociable by Irene chapter, O. E. S.
day at the vestry of the Baptist church, southerly by Water street and the Bayside
Wards 1, 2 and 5 held their caucuses im- j Wednesday, Feb. 19, at Hancock hall—
He justified road to Oak Point to the Trenton line. A
were highly entertaining.
mediately after the general caucus. Wards Afternoon and evening, Japanese “Tomail the press notices that have been given recess was then taken to
evenWednesday
3 and 4 held their caucuses in their re- bola”; entertainment by February comhim.
ing, Feb. 19.
spective wards. The democratic nomina- mittee of Congregational church. AdmisThe Gem theatre is being well patron*
The Surry road school, No. 5, closed Fri- tions as
sion to hall, 10c.
completed are as follows:
ized.
Over 2,700 tickets were sold last
day, with songs, declamations aQd a deFor mayor, George B. Stnart.
Thursday, Feb. 20, at grammar school
week while the ‘'Passion Play
was on.
bate by the pupils. Following is the proWard 1—For Alderman, Frank S. Lord; j Ellsworth
and
sale.
Falls—Concert
The programme is changed twice each
gramme: Song, school; recitations, Ames for warden, Harry B. Stan wood; for ward I
Admission, 10 cents; refreshments, 10
week.
Smith, Eleanor H. Higgins, Linwood J. clerk, Guy G. Raymond; for constable, 1 cents.
Miss Helen E. Bonsey, who has been the Smith, Vera H. Anderson, Harry E. Moon, Samuel S.
Estey.
Monday, Feb. 24, 3 p. m., at home of
guest of Harry E. Walker and wife at Exe- Geneva S. Smith, Bayard E. Young; song,
E.
Ward 2-For alderman, Ldward
Mrs. L. A. Emery-Last in a series of
ter, N. H., is now in Boston. She at- school; debate, “The Advantages of
for
for
warden,
Joseph Morrison;
Doyle;
talks under the auspices of the Park
tended the Ellsworth reunion in Boston Graduation,” affirmative, Vera Anderson,' ward clerk, John E. Moulton; for con- parlor
street improvement society.
“Work of
last evening.
negative, Madeline Moon; recitations,! stable, Moses I. Mayo.
the American Civic Association in its
The ladies* aid society of the Methodist Lovina E. Moor, Raymond C. Davis,
Ward 3—For alderman, Charles MonaRelation to Village Improvement Sociechurch w*ill hold a sale of aprons and Madeline M. Moon; song, school; recita- ghan; for warden, Arthur W. Salisbury;
|
ties,’7 by Miss M. A. Greely.
E. for ward
rt W. Davis,
tion*,
Virginia
£.
for
William
and
serve
al
Odd
clerk,
Clough;
supper
! fancy articles,
Tuesday, Feb. 25, at Odd Fellows hall*
Fellows hall, Tuesday, afternoon and even- Bunker, Carroll H. Butler, Bernice E. constable, Arthur B. Mitchell.
afternoon and evening—Sale and supper.
Harvard E. Moor, Harold E.
Treworgy,
Alvin
25.
Ward
4—For
Feb.
alderman,
Staples;
ing,
Treworgy; song, school. Those not absent for warden, Howard McGown; for ward I Wednesday, Feb. 26, at Odd Fellows
The democratic convention of the third
one-half day are: Vera H. Anderson, clerk, Olin L. Sargent; for constable, hall
Leap year dance. Admission, 35
congressional district, composed of Hancents a couple; extra gentlemen, 15 cents.
Virginia E. Bunker, Albert W./Davis, WTilliam Moore.
cock, Kennebec, Somerset and Waldo
Eleanor H.
Higgins, Lovina E. Moor,
Ward 5—For alderman, Harvard C. JorThursday, March- 12—Masonic district
counties, will be held at Ellsworth about ; Harvard E.
Moor, Linwood J. Smith, dan; for warden, Fred P. Haynes; for convention at Ellsworth.
the middle of April.
Harold E. Trew’orgy and Bayard E. Young. ward clerk, Austin M.
for
conFoster;
Thursday evening, March 5, at MethoSchools in districts Nos. 1, 4, 5, 7, 9,13 !
stable, Edward F. Brady.
dist church—“The Lion and the Mouse,”
and 14 closed last Friday for the spring j
It. F. 1>. Carriers to Organize.
as
comdemocratic
committee
The
city
presented by Ida Jenness Moulton, impervacation.
School in district 11 closed a
A call has been issued for the R. F. D. pleted is as follows:
Ward 1—Charles H. sonator and musicial entertainer.
week earlier, and those in districts 2 and 8 i
carriers of Hancock county to meet in Leland;
2—William
H.
ward
Dresser;
STATE.
will close next Friday.
Ellsworth next Saturday to form a county ward 3—Frank L. Heath; ward 4—Alvin
j
Miss Elizabeth E. Springham will en- organization.
Wednesday, March 11, at Bangor—ConStaples ; ward 5— Harvard C. Jordan.
vention of encampment Odd Fellows.
tertain the boys and girls of the junior
| W. H. Lovett, secretary, of Lincoln
league of the Methodist church with a Centre, and H. W. Severance, of Brewer,
KLLSWOKTH FALLS.
Thursday, April 30,1.30 p. m., at PortGeorge Washington party on Saturday will be present.
land
Republican State convention to
wife are in Banand
Rev.
D.
J.
from
3
to
at
the
Prigmore
are
5,
parsonage.
their
substitutes
afternoon,
All carriers and
nominate delegates to national convenfor
a part of the week.
gor
tion.
Mrs. Elmer E. Howe left last Saturday invited to be present.
Mrs. Fre<J E. Grace, of Green Lake, is
for Lewiston, where she spent Sunday !
tor
a
few
here
days.
with her son Harry E. Rowe. She left
visiting
SbbotfaKsunts.
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Charles A. Joy went to Buck9port last
Monday for Boston to attend the Ellsworth reunion, and to spend a week there.
Percy Milliken is visiting relatives and week, where he will be employed surveying for several weeks.
The members of the old Dirigo hose friends in Gouldsboro.
John Remick and wife are visiting relThe mid-week prayer meeting will be
company held their annual reunion at
Odd Fellows hall Monday evening. John atives and friends here.
held this week on Friday evening at the
H. Leland w as the caterer, and served an
Charles Murch and wife, who have been home of John E. Lake and wife.
Covers were laid for ill with the
excellent supper.
Frank L. Foster and wife, of Bar Harbor,
grip, are better.
fourteen.
few days fishing.
Capt. Allen Remick, of Bangor, is visit- are at Camp Ellis fora
Come in and ask
A. E. Foster and D. A. Foster were there
Uonaqua lodge, K. ol t., will worn me ing his uncle, W. L. Remick.
rank of page this evening on several canfrom Saturday until Monday.
me to prove it.
Mrs. Fred Hall, who has been visiting
didates. Supper will be served after work.
The right arm of Alvin Staples was amrelatives in Brewer, has returned home.
This lodge has a large amount of work
above the elbow on Thursday
Little Mildred Trim, of Trenton, is putated just
ahead of it, many new members having
of last week, at the Maine general hosMrs.
Charles
weeks
a
few
with
spending
recently been received.
pital at Portand. The operation was sucDoyle.
can save money here.
cessful, and Mr. Staples is rallying nicely.
Philip, son of Frank T. Grows, was badWilliam Kemick and wife, who have His
brother, Oscar Staples, w’ho was with
ly cut on the ankle yesterday, by his
friends in Banbrother Frank. The boys were cutting been visiting relatives and
him at the time of the operation, returned
brush to be used in decorations for the gor, have returned home.
home Friday.
Much sympathy is felt for James Savage
“tombola”, and Philip’s foot slipped unlittle
in
of
their
wife
the
death
daughas
descended.
and
der the axe just
it
The exercise of too much diplomacy is
CASH STORE,
The re- an indication of too little sincerity.
Rev. C. E. Owen, D. D., of Waterville, ter Lettie A., in Boston recently.
interment.
were
here
for
brought
ME.
ELLSWORTH FALLS,
district secretary of the anti-saloon league, mains
■AILS BBCB1VEP.
Pboi Wbst—7.U a a, 4..ISand I.ISps.
Pboi East—11.07am, 13 00, #.»andM.52pa.
■ail closbs at rosTomcm.
Goibo East—«.30 a a, 4 and AM p a.
Going Wkst-ii.is, ll JO a a, SJO and • p a.

No lumps of alkali, are
left In die biscuit or
cake when raised with
Royal Baking Powder.
The food is made light,
sweet and wholesome.

Royalshouldtakcthe
place of cream of tar-

tar and soda and sal*
eratus and sour milk
In making all quickly
risen food.

j

—

this ad when you order and I’ll

any 10c

Aomniutim this wus.

AT

and
jfext quarter begin* March 1,

AS |
s* ns six.

FOR MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
opened by Lygonia lodge. Tremont lodge
No. 77, of Southwest Harbor, will exemplify the first degree; David A. Hooper Republican and Democratic Caucuses
Name Candidates.
lodge, No. 301, of Weat Sullivan, the secThe republican end democratic caucuses
ond degree, and Bar Harbor lodge, No.
were held lest week, and candidates to be
106, the third degree.
Chief Jostle* L. A. Emery will give a voted for st the municipal election on
•eriee ot lea lecture* on “The History and Monday, March 2, were named.
the Development ot the Bomaa Law”
republican caucus.
daring the week beginning March 2, beTbs republican caucus was held at Hanfore the Bangor tow school. The lecture*
wit! be delivered in the large lecture room cock hall Saturday afternoon. The caucus
of the law school, and the 6rst will be wss called to order by Henry E. Davis,
given on Monday, March 2, at 2 p. m. chairman of the
city committee. H. E.
The
lectures are scheduled

In bankruptcy—Aw Hodgkins A Sons Co.
Sealed proposals wanted.
Now Gem theatre.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Hancock Co Savings bank.
Boston:
H Charles—Post-cards.

Dividends.

IIIBID

—

ANNOUNCEMENT
We desire to announce to the public that we shall move
into onr new and commodious store on Main Street,
opposite M. Gallert, Ellsworth, Maine, about February
-2.
We have In addition to our extensive stock of

Pianos and Musical Merchandise
A COMPLETE LINE OF

EDISON Phonographs and VICTOR Talking Machines.
A full catalogue of disc and cylinder records. Free
We wish parconcerts every afternoon aud evening.
ticularly to call your attention to our new catalogue of
McKinley Music at lOc per copy; also our tine line of
late I'opular Music. You are cordially invited to call
and hear the latest ltecords and the newest songs.
mail orders given prompt
attention.
''olici ing your patronage, and assuring you of onr earnest desire to give perfect satisfaction to all customers, we are,
Yours very truly,

STAPLES

PIANO & MUSIC CO.,
ELL8WORTH, MAINE.

YOU

will speak at the Baptist church next
Mrs. Stella Ray Wiggin died at the home
Sunday morning, at Hancock in tbe after- of her parents, Capt. John Ray and wife,
noon, and at

Saturday,
3 to 5

malle room for new Spring Stock have "bundled” last year’s
»anJ°
tap*r' and now have over one hundred “lots” from two rolls to
e> most °f it with-border, at prions about one-uuarter less than
Jpar. Each “lot” price is plainly marked. Will not sell on
PProval, or exchange any "lots” after purchased.

ia..

JJf*

^ A.

p.

a

union

from 9

m.

meeting at the Con-

Thompson,

Main

The Ellsworth American

—

St., Ellsworth.

only COUNTY paper.

for

a. m.

each day.

to 1 p. m., and from
The first four days

registering voters,
revising the lists.

will be for

day

BARGAINS.

M. MOORE,

M.

The Ellsworth board of registration will
be in session at the aldermen's room in
Hancock hall next week from Tuesday to

PAPER

Right

MV store;

gregational vestry Sunday evening.

WALL

Prices Are

|

and the last

There will be a recess meeting of tbe
board of aldermen this evening, and another meeting next Monday evening for
bearing on petition of the New England
Telephone & Telegraph Co. for right to
erect poles and wires on Third, Hancock,
Central, Water, Pine and Fourth streets.
The third and last in the series of parlor
talks at the home of Mrs. L. A. Emery,
under the auspices of the Park street im-

provement society, will be given next
Monday afternoon at 3 o’clock by Miss
M. A. Greely, on “The Work of tbe
American Civic Association in its Relation
to Village Improvement Societies”.
date for the masonic convention to
be held in Ellsworth has been set back to
March 12 to accommodate lodges which are
to do the work. The convention, which
will be held at Odd Fellows hall, w ill be
The

15, after an illness of about two
Mrs. Wiggin was a woman of
mouths.
Feb.

quiet, pleasant disposition,

with

a

good

word for every one, and with many friends.
Besides her parents, she leaves a husband,
Fred Wiggin, and a little daughter,
Coriune, and two brothers, Ernest and
John Ray, jr., who have the sympathy of
all. Funeral services were held at the home
of bJr parents Monday afternoon.

NORTH

''Isucrtiannnus

SEND SPRING FLOWERS FOR

ELECTRICAL SSSmT*

VALENTINES.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Tulips, Daffodils,

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

Frank Patten and family, who have
been living with his father, J. D. Patten,
at Nicolin, have teturned to their home
here.

AND FIXTURES.

Wiring and Supplies Cheerful!} Gives.
ANDREW M
MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Laundry Bldg, (west cod bridge).

Estimates

on

FRIDAYS

ELLSWORTH.

Miss Lottie Tourtelotte, of Lakewood, is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Fred Starkey.
Mrs. Taylor, of Ellsworth, is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. William Treworgy.

Violets.

Full Lines of

Owing to the number of requests we have had by invalids and
elderly people to come to their home, and examine their »yfcs, we have
decided to give every Friday up to work of this kind.
If this interests you let us know on or before the

preceding Thursday.

EXAMINATION

FREE

School in district No. 8 cloaed Friday,
Feb. 14, after a successful term of eight
weeks taught by S. Milton Beckwith, of
Ellsworth.

within the radius of one mile from our store.
Telephone 2-4.

be a box sociable at the home
of Benjamin Mitchell and wife Saturday
evening, Feb. 22. Proceeds for the benefit
of the church.

MANUFACTURING OPTICIAN AND JEWELER,

There will

E.

Ellsworth,

F\

ROBINSON,

.....

Maine.

tl>IT»tD BT “AUDIT

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Fe^. 23, 1923.
By REV. 8. H. DuTLE.
Topic.—The foreign mission m rk of our
denomination; a survey.—Rom. a. s-15.
The :irgumen t of Paul the upustle
to the gentiles lu this portion of his
greatest epistle is clearly in favor of
foreign missions, in the opening part
of the chapter lie expresses his deep
Interest in the salvation of his conntry men. ••Brethren, my heart’s desire
and prayer to Oo«l for Israel is that
they might be saved." He ilieu goes
on to show that the salvation of the
aoul may be accomplished through
faith in Christ and confession of
Christ, and, since salvation is "to every
one who believeth.” it is equally efficient both for the Jew and the Greek
“There Is no difference between the
Jew and the Greek, for the same Lord
over all is rich unto all that call npon
Him. for whosoever shall call upon
the name of the Lord shall be saved.”
Bnt the Greek or gentile world bad not
had the opportunity of believing on
Christ and calling upon Him because
they had not beard of Him; hence
atiaes his series of questions, ending
with “How shall they bear without m
preacher?” nnd again. “Dew shall they
preach except they be seut?"— sent of
God calls
God through His church.
missionaries to ibeir work, bnt the
chorcb. at least today, must send them
to their places of isbor and support
them in their work.
The plum duty or the church, therefore. is to sead missionaries onto the
foreign as well as to the home field,
tip uutil a little over a century ago the
modem church neglected this plain
doty, hut then the modem moveiueut
It began,
In foreign missions liegan.
like most successful movements, in
“the day of small things.” Those who
were in favor of the worldwide movement were few In number compared
to those who were opposed to it. The
difficulties In the way were uhnost Insurmountable.
Some countries were
closed to the entrance of Christian missionaries. The difficulties and dangers
of travel to distant shores cun scarcely
be appreciated today, w hen the Atlantic is crossed in a little over five days
and a trip around the entire world is
no longer a novelty.
Months were required for comtnunications !>etw-eeu
home and foreign lands.
It require 1
stout hearts in those days to undertake
such arduous toils aud labors, to ma':»
such sacrifices and to run the risks of
treacherous climates, deadly diseases
and frequeut native o;>p;s itioo ami
persecution But Coil picked 11 is incu.
His disciples sent them, and the result
today Is that every country aud clime
Is open to the gospel messengers
In
every laud "the gospel's joyful sound”
has been heard, aud every great Christian denomination is putting forth tremendous efforts to wiu the world for
Christ.
In the early years of this great movement much confusion and lack of progress resulted from the overlapping of
denominational labors.
Indeed, until
very recent years this was sadly the
case. But today the world is practically divided among the various Christian
denominations, and even ^here they
occupy the same fields co-operation and
not competition exists. Denominational differences are minimized, and the
aim of all is that all men everywhere
may hear the gospel and through hearing believe In Chriat and, believing In
Him, call upon Him and be saved.
inis modern arrangement of foreign
mlealon work makes it possible for tbe
members of eacb denomination to become familiar with the work of'its
denomination.
Christian Endeavorers
especially should be thoroughly posted
upon all subjects concerning tbe missionary Helds and laborers of its
church.
In sncb a meeting as tbe
topic suggests tbe various fields should
be reviewed in connection with tbe
names and the lives of tbe missionaries and the features of their work
surveyed, such as evangelistic, educational and medical work. To know
all that is being done by the entire church may be impossible, but no
intelligent Bndeavorer need lack fall
Information concerning bis own denomination’s work. Such information
will inspire a new interest in and zeal
for missions. It will make onr prayers more definite and therefore more
It will inprevailing before God.
crease our gifts to missions through
our denominatioual agencies, and it is
through these that we should give to
this great cause.
Moreover, it will
Increase our joy in giving and rnulli
ply the blessiugs that return to us as a
result of our efTorts to win the world
for Christ
BIBLE READINGS.

Isr. HI, 7; Nab. i, 15; Ps. Ixxii; 1
Chron. xxlx, 2, 3, 1-i. Id; Matt. i. 1-S;
xxvlll ID. 20; Acts 1, S; xiil. 1-3;
John Iii. Id.
C. E. Greetings to Sankey.
Slzty-seveu years ago Ira D. Sankey.
the world famed evangelist In gospel
song and coworker with D. L. Moody,
bom.

Bedridden and stricken
with blindness, but with firm faith
and a buoyant, confident spirit, be celebrated bis sixty-seventh birthday in
his Brooklyn
borne, receiving tbe
meetings and congratulations of his
worldwide army of friends.
Among
the messages sent him is this one
from an afmy of admiring Christian
Endeavorers;
was

Kirkwood, N. Y.. Aug. SS.
To Mr. Ira B. Sankey. Mg SouOi Oxford
Street. Brooklyn. N. Y.:
Greetings and wishes for happy birthday. I Peter 1, 7. S.
NEW YORK 8TATE CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION.

By Clements, Secretary.
Endeavor.
No Endeavor Is In vain;
Ita reward Is in the doing.
And the rapture of pursuing
Is the price the vanquished gain.
—Longfellow.

fUntunncntii

:Ilutnal Benefit Column.

CHRISTIAN KSDKAVOR.

IU

Motto:

This column is devoted to the Qmnge, esto tbe grange* of Hancock county
The column I* open to all granger* for the
dincuMion of topic* of general Interest, and
for report* of grange meeting*. Make letter*
short and conciae. All communications must
be signed, out names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected withoul

MADGE*'.

pecially

Helpful and Uopeful”

Tbc pnrpoMS of this column am succinctly
Mated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
!>enefit, aid alius to be helpful and hopefulBeing for the common good. It Is f-r the common uee-a public fervent, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits

all communications

TUB CHAMBERVP NACTIIPS.

This is the ship of pearl, which poets feign
Bails the unshadowed main.
The venturous hark that flings
On the sweet summer wind its purpled wings
In golfs enchanted, where the siren sings,
And coral reefs lie bare
Where the cold sea-maids rise and sun their

streaming|bair.

Plnktuun'a VrfetoU« Compound
UTed her life. Reed her letter.
Mrs. T. C

Willadsen, of Manning,
to Mrs.

cannot express my
gratitude
you in words For years I suffered
with the worst forms at female complaints, continually doctoring and
spending lots of money for medicine
without help. I wrote you for advice,
followed it as directed, and took Lydin
E. Pinkham’* Vegetable Compound and
it has restored me to perfect health.
Had it not been for
you I should have
been in my grave lodai. I wish every
suffering woman would try it."
to

2!

berahip._r

Alemooeook grange.
Much interest was manifested in lbs
questions proposed for discussion, “Can
milk he produced at present price of bay
and grain and sold at a profit for six cents
a quart?" and "Would tbs members oi
this grange prefer to be taxed to support
tbe inmates of oar jails, or have tbs prisoners! compelled to labor on tbs high-

Pinkham:
I can truly say that Lydia K. Pinkham's Vlgetable Compound saved my

Iowa, writes
life, and 1

Its webs of Ifning gauze no more unfurl;
Wrecked is the ship of pearl!
And every chambered cell
Where its dim dreaming life was wont

___

An especially
interesting eeaeion o<
Hancock Pomona grange waa held with
Narramiaaic grange, Orland, Feb. U.
About 180 patrons were assembled and enjoyed an interesting programme. Tbe address of welcome was giesn by Linnit
Keyes and responded to by J. E. Grose, ol

Ellsworth, Me.

vikw, wnrr EnM
The regular meeting of
Mountain*,
wa.
held
Feb. t, with
grange
thirt,
member* preaent and
twenty-two \T*
or* from Bay View
grange. Four
ben were admitted by ballot.

^

grange with Verona grange,

HANCOCK POMONA.

The America*.

meeting*

MornTAn*

Sedgwick grange held an interesting
meeting Feb. 14, with thirty-eight members in attendance. Worthy Past Master
TheZ®abort
O. M. Allen in the chair. Three appli- a
programme and’ intern.!?'
remark*
cants for membership were elected. A
by wTeral Irothers.nd
programme was presented by the lecturer There were three application. f0,
"“apro fern., Sister Maude Thurston, as follows: Qrapbophone selections, Mrs. Car“Doan-. Ointment earad ».
of e
rie Guptill; leading, Ella Thurston; song,
bad annoyed me for a long time
Tb"
Nellie Anderson; topics, “How I should waa
permanent."—Hon. 8. W.
Matthew, t?"
farm if I were a man," opened by the sec- mimlonar Labor
*
StnMatlc. An*n«*
g
retary, followed by the sisters, and “How
I wonld keep house If I wort a woman",
opened by the worthy master, followed by

Saturday, March 14-Meeting of Han-

to

Orind,.^
ato'ry' Add'^n^

Ml. Pleasant grange.

DATBR.

Bucksport.

JnVu?"

SKDOWICX.

cock Pomona

JHtHiatl.

the brothers.
At recess tbe young people played
games. Iee-cream and cake were served.

Women’s Woes.

BATVIKW, SAUaaUBT OOVX.

Ellsworth Women ore

At the last regular session of Bayriew
grange, there was a large attendagpe. Six
demits were granted, and two applicadwsll,
tions received. After the business was
ways?”
As the frail tenant shaped his growing shell.
M. W. Ginn, of Hew Century grange, disposed of a fitting tribute was paid to
Before thee lies reveal edits irised ceiling rent, its sunless crypt ungave two lieely recitations which were ap- the memory of Abraham Lincoln, it being
sealed !
preciated, and music and songs wen given the ninety-ninth anniversary of his birth.
Tbe programme was as follows: Beadby tbe host grange.
Year after year he held the silent toil
Narramiaaic grange baa recently pur- ing, “Early History of Abraham LinThat spread bis lustrous coil;
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. chased a ball and baa a very convenient coln," D. Q. Hall; violin solo, Harold
8tilr, as the spiral grew.
For thirty yssrs Lydia E. Pink- place to meet and a commodioas dining- Humor, wfhh Owen L. Flye, piano accomHe left the past year's dwelling for the new.
£tole with soft,.step ;its shining archway ham’s Vegetable Compound, made ball where a moat bountiful dinner and
panist; reading, Lee Hanacom; reading on
through.
from roots and herbs, has been tfle < supper were served.
tbe life of Lincoln, Elva Hall; anecdotes
Built up its idle door.
standard remedy for female ills,
The address of welcome by Mr*. Keyee of Lincoln, Harry Trott; “Condition of
Stretched in his last found home, and knew
and has positively cured thousands of was aa follows:
the Union in 1881,” Julian Emery; song,
the old no more.
women who have been troubled with
Kotiny j■anfr,ymxn«ri ami mafri:
Mary Bates.
TnaDkM tor me nesvenjy message orougni oy
It is my pleasant doty, for and in the name
displacements, inflammation, ulceraThe next meeting will be Feb. 18, when
thee,
fibroid tumors, irregularities, of Narramissic grange, to extend to yon a the first
tion,
degree will be worked.
Child of the wandering sea.
pains, backache, that bear- welcome here this beautiful morning. A litCant from her lap, forlorn!
tle more than one year hss paaaed since we
ing-down
feeling,
flatulency,
HIOHUtND, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
From thy dead lips a clearer note is born
had the pleasure of welcoming you here in
t
Than ever Triton blew from wreathed horn! j ion,dizziness,or nervous prostration.
Highland grange held its regular meetI can assure you that your
our grange home.
Why don’t you try it f
While on mine ear it rings.
last visit was one of pleasure and profit. It ing Friday evening, Feb. 14, with about
Through the deep caves of thought I hear a
Mrs. Pinkham Invites all sick i gave us strength and courage to do and dare. twenty-live members present. An intervoice that sings.
women to write her for advice. !
The question submitted to you that day was esting programme was carried out, eonhas guided thousands to : this: Is it practical to get into debt to buy a ( listing of readiug, story, and a discussion
Build thee more stately mansions. Oh my She
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
We carefully noted your which caused much merriment.
grange hall?
snswer
as
your candid
you expressed
As the swift seasons roll.
Feb. 21 the ladies will dll the chairs and
opinion ou the subject. Very earnestly came furnish the
Leave thy icw-vaulteo past:
ever saw from that pen which write* «o many
programme:
these words:
“Yes. yes; get into debt for a
Let each new ymp’e. nobler than the Inst,
good thing*.
will have something to work
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more
And what do yon thick of the Mrs. Cousins, hall, and you
MASSAFAQl'A, aorTB BLL’BHIIX.
and in the short
who is talking for f;ee rum, and calling the for.” We took your advice,
Massapaqoa grange met Feb. 13. with
Till thou at length art free
pace of one year we bought and paid for our
W. C. T. U. a narrow-minded set? I think she
»n exceptionally good attendance.
The
Leaving Chine outgrown^hcll by life's un- is a hireling for the rum trade or an escaped hall, and to-day, dear patrous, when I say
it comes from the first and second degrees were conferred on
resting sea.
lunatic. I heard a prominent republican say lhat we welcome you here,
<
heart of every one f our members present.
two candidates. The lecturer’s programme
Oliver Wendell H Ime
recently that if at the State convention a re- j
Now, who is there' to say that Pomona was as follows: Original
submissioniat was nominated for governor, f
story, Roy Henone of the objects for
has
not
fulfilled
Dear Aunt Madge anltSisterg:
grange
there would be a demociat elected in Septemderson; readings, Sisters Bickford, Uanwhich it was intended—to strengthen and enHave been much iuterestei in your talk of ber, for if the mighty standard of Maine was
dage and Hodgdon; song, Roy Henderson;
We have
Charles Kingsley, and think it a good plan to to come down, let the democrats lower it.
courage the surbordinate grange.
music, tambourine, bones, violin and piworked with a will and for a purpose, and
have these things brought up to give us
There, iVave said enough. I am sitting
something to look up other than pickles, down in the midst of making mince meat, and 1 Lhe past year has brought us much good. I ano; darky songs by Alice Eaton, accomhink you will see evidences of it ere the day- panied by banjo and tambourine.
cake and preserves, although 1 like all the t 1 fear my apron is none too clean, but it
Next Thursday evening the third and
ight closes and you bid us adieu.
recipes 1 see, and aui anxious always for the snows so ha d callers won't come.
The year of rejoicing and plenty had hardly fourth degrees will be conferred on three
time to c-jv.it when Lean try them. 1 can vouch j
Who is not glad to see the snow? We have
for the applesauce cake, for I have made it a
passed when the angel of death entered our candidates.
two men and two horses cutting and hauling
long time, but like Susan, I like the good old- j logs for lumber for that new barn that has | grange home and took one of our dearly beoved sisters to that paradise not made with
fashioned gingerbread, and mean to try that been so long talked of, and 1 have to get
oahtine.
up at
recipe of Aunt;Madge's very soon.
Osstine grange met Keb. 8 with ninety
half-past four to call the teamster and get nan Is, eternal in the heavens, to receive that
welcome plaudit, well dene, good and faithOliver Wendell Holmes was born in Cam- breakfast for three men. They
working
members
say
The “normals” and
present.
!
bridge. Mass., Aug. 29, 1809. He graduated at in the woods is hungry work, and I believe it. ful servant. A good daughter, wife, mother, teachers
from Castine were guests. Over
ind friend, and a true sister inlthe grange, is
Harvard university in 18S9-P Having adopted How nice to be well and able to work; Iso
nineteen different granges were reprethe medical profession, he became professor enjoy it. Wish I was
only twenty idstead of— what we can say of Charlotte 8. Partridge. sented.
A pleasing programme was
of anatomy and physiology’ at Dartmouth col- oh dear me!
Our altar and charter, dressed in its sombre
preDell.
color, speaks silently to you of our sad be- sented by the normals, after which Cast ine
lege, and later at Harvard.
P. 8.—I am glad you have Oliver Wendell
W’hile yet a student he wrote verse with a Holmes to look up.
reavement.
I think one of our clan
grange furnished supper.
facile pen. Between the years 1836 and 1888 he can claim kinship to him. I
Within a few days a brother has been called
Feb. 10 there was a special
hope, if I am
meeting, and
published five volumes of poems, and several right, shawill tell us how far removed the Lo the great grange above. Coming into our the third and fourth
degrees were conmidst a little more than a year ago to make
prose works,
among which were three relations* p is.
ferred upon three candidates.
novels. He (died in Boston, Oct. 7, 1894. He
his home here, and Joining the grange with
We are glad to hear of all your improvewrote “The Chambered Nautilus”.
his estimable wife, he found a place in all of
ments on your place. We have heard yon
HAKBOH81DE, SOITH BHOOXgVILLX.
No doubt many of the M. B.’s can give many
onr hearts.
Last spring he was stricken with
are looking fine.
At the regular meeting of Harborside
more things about Oliver Wendell Holmes
Yea, let us have a letter what proved to be a long continned illness:
than I have done, for I have written this very from the one who is related to the poet
moat of the time he had been confined to his grange Wednesday, nearly every member
hastily. I shall try to look up somethiug and scholar whom we are now studying.
home. He realized that it would be impossi- wee present. There were two visitors from
more of him, and shall be on the lookout for
In a letter from Sadie she refers to the ble to ever meet with ns again, and asked to Rainbow grange.
Hix candidates were
all there is in the column.
Isish Molly.
loss Grandma G. has sustained in the he severed from the grange. Hia request was instructed in the third and fourth
degrees,
but
we
shall
ever
hold
sacred
the
granted,
after which there was a supper, and an
Thanks, many, torjthe poem and the death of her eldest son, which occurred
letter. The laet stanza ot the poem is fre- Jan. 11, at her home, where he was spend- warm, cloae friendship and hia brotherly entertainment in
of
the
charge
lecturer.
love toward ns.
Sending him our words of
quently quoted, perhaps beesuse it is sn ing the winter with her and her only
lympathy because of his illness, and receivother son. We all sympathize with her,
jOHtv Doarrv, spluvab.
inspirstion to higher living.
his
thanks
in
return, we cherish and hold
ing
Aunt Use writes: 1 am still interested in and now that we know where she is, can tacred the name of Adalbert G.
John Dority grange met in regular sesWebster, aa
the M. B. column, and enjoy reading all remember her with letters.
sion Friday evening, Feb.
true bother.
14, with an
the lettere.
Sadie sends love to all the M. B. memDiutucii ihu Biiwn, iv •tcma Hiving h mil
attendance of forty members and viaitora
bers. She has been ill herself moat of the tine to give honorable mention of theee from Uchoodic and Lincoln
granges.
Clovbrdale, Cal., Jan. 8,1906.
members, and we should feel it to be a me- There was work in the
winter.
Aunt Madge.
third and fourth
Dear Af. B. Friends:
morial to the memory of those two who have
followed
refreshments
of cake,
by
1 enjcy rending the M. B. column each week,
been a part of us, who enjoyed and helped degrees,
K1TTKRY TO CARIBOU.
chocolate and home-made candies. The
and would like to exchange post-cards with
make and procure the grange home.
some of the members.
I would especially
The dark cloud will come to us all, then lecturer then
presented an enjoyable
The full-rigged ship Emily Bead, built
like views of Surry. South Surry, Bluehill
the brightsunshlne appears, and we must go programme of songs, readings and reciat Waldoboro io 1880, was wrecked on the
and South Bluehill. I will send views of Calan our way with the work which we have betations on the life of Abraham Lincoln
Oregon coast last Friday. Ten seamen gun, made better
ifornia in exchange.
by having known them, the semi-monthly “Gleaner" and a “Mock
were
drowned.
Perhaps some of the sisters would like to
made better by the closer ties of their friendNext Friday evening the
Wedding”.
know what will remove fruit and other stains
Charles Day, of Augusta, and James ihip in this organization, with a feeling that
1
grange will observe Washington’s birthfrom white goods.
Take equal parts of
Blenn, of Gardiner, were caught between it is a duty of respect to their memory.
chloride lime and sal soda.
Dissolve the
As we take up the work for the day let’s I day.
frieght cars in the Maine Central yard at
lime in cold water, £and
when free from
PENOBSCOT.
Lewiston Wednesday, and so terribly ;ach and all do our part in carrying out the
lumps, add the sal soda, previously dissolved
programme assigned to us, that it may bring
Penobscot grange met in regular session
in hot water. When it settles and becomes injured that death ensued.
credit to us as a body of patrons. And now,
clear it is fit for use. The proportions are
Thomas 9. Laughlio, aged Bixty-three, brothers and sisters from other granges, Friday evening, Feb. 14. Five candidates
j
were initiated and received instruction in
three cups of sal soda and same of lime to five of Portland, the
largest manufacturer of Sarramissic grange extends to you the same
the work of the first and second degrees.
gallons of water. Care must be taken not to ship hardware in New
England, was found warm welcome that she has in the past, with
leave goods long in same, and afterward well
>he lion’s share this time added to them all, After recess the meeting was pat in the
dead in the cooling vat in his
forge room
rinsed out.
Saturday night. The tank was sunken ind she says, “Welcome, thrice welcome, to hands of the lecturer, and a short proIf not against rules, you may publish
>ur grange, our village, and our homes.”
my about three feet
was carried
out.
gramme
below the floor and proRecitation,
name and address—Mas. David Dark, ClovLila Dunbar; reading, Edith Snowman;
about
six
inches
jected
above
it.
erdale. Cal.
to

periodic

It doe* teem that women have
momttw
fair .bare of the ache* and
paimtm
aflUct humanity; they nniat
“km*
moot attend to dntie* in
(pit* 0f «*.'
a

•tantly aching back*, or headache- dim
•pell*, bearing down pain*; they jZ
•toop oror, when to atoop mean* tortmT
They nut walk and bend and work rtk
racking pain* and many ache* from k*.
ney 111*. Kidney* caa*e more nufcriw
then any other organ of the
body y—
tbe kidney* well and health is
maintained. Bead of a
remedy lor kg.
ney* only that help, and cure, tbe kidney* and !• endorsed by people you
knov.
Mr*. C. L. Stevens, formerly of 4
Iy*.
ooln St., Ellsworth, Me., uys;
ej, g
•bout two year* since I began to
uks
Doan'* Kidney Pill*. At
thattimei,,
in despair on account of failure to
m

indiges-

relief

old chronic

caae 1 knew it was
ueeesmj
persevere in tbe use ol any medkia.
Finally tbr* remedy reached th. cam if
my trouble and gave me more relict th*
anything I ever ueed before. For 9*
year* 1 never enjoyed a night's reel, roelt
not go out to spend any length of
tin,
and wa* so nervous 1 could not hr
Finable anywhere.
Doan's Kidney ftib
changed all this, and I am thankful loaf
that I am b-tter now than I have teen a
any time for the past eight years."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cent*
Foster- Miihurn Co., Buffalo, .V V.icir
agents for the United States
Kememb.r tbe name lioai.
*u
tin

to

no

brings

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR
A

BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt DeaertPerry..

Wankeagg Py..

Hancock.
Franklin Road...
Jane..

ELLSWORTH

Holden..
Brewer Jane-....
BANGOR, MC.,
Portland
Boston..

summer

to those of

us

who

are

breath

the

quarters

New York.

President White
to read it aloud to my political half, never for I
has been the head of the
college aince 1901.
once dreaming of resubmission, but I
might •
when I know the writer is more fall of that
than any other thing on earth. When I
"What,” queried the young man, “is the
reached resubmission I just laughed and said: difference between white lies and
black
"What do you think comes next?” He
lies?”
“White lies,” answered the homesaid,
resubmission, and when the end was reached
“are the kind we tell.
grown
we both pronounced it the best of
anything we Black lies are the kind we hear

philosopher,

Neighborhood Favorite.

Many requests from Catarrh eufferere who
Charles, of Harbor, Maine, use atomisers have caused us to putup Liquid
Cream
Electric
speaking
Balm, a new and convenient form of
Bitters, save: “It is
neighborhood favorite herewith us.” It I E’y's Cream Balm, the only remedy for
deserves to be a favorite everywhere. It I Catarrh which can
always be depended on.
jives quick relief in dyspepsia, liver com- In power to
allay inflammation, to cleanse the
plaint, kidney derangement, malnutrition,
nervousness, weakness and general debil- clogged air-passages, to promote free, natural
ity. Its action on the blood, as a tbor- breathing, the two forms of Cream Bnlm are
mgh purifier, makes it especially uaeful as alike. Liquid Cream Balm is sold by all
t spring medicine.
This grand alterative druggists for 75 cents, including
spraying
,onic is sold under guarantee at E. O.
tube. Mailed by Ely Bros., 5S Warren
1
Street.
I SdooBB’s drug store. 50c.
New York.
Mrs. E. D.
of

Remarks for the good of the order were
by nearly all present. The W. M.
leclared recess, when refreshments were
lerved, consisting of sandwiches, molasses
loughnuts, molasses gingerbread and
bther good things, to which full justice
was done.
When the grange was again called to
>rd«r, the following programme was
fiven: Song, Mrs. Dyer and Miss Allen
vith Miss Hopkins, of Verona grange, ac1
companist; recitation, Miss Hopkins;
made

Simple Rem*: y for La Grippe,
grippe coughs are dangerous as they fredevelop into pneumonia. Folev’s
quently
Sonev and Tar not only stops the
cough but
teals and strengthens the lungs so
that no
la

erious results need be feared. The
genuine
?oley’s Honey and Tar contains no harmful
is in a yellow package.
Refuse
uhafitutes.—G. A. Parches.
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Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.11 a ra And DO
m. and arriving Ellsworth 11.07 a m. 10^2P■*
connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stop on signal to conductor.
g Stops only to leave passenger* from poi*
east of Washington JnnctiouThese trains connectat Bangor
trains on Main Line, to and from PorM***
Boston and St John.
BANGOR..
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are
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tickets before entering the
Ellsworth to Fall* and
Ellsworth.
F. K. BOOTHBY. G. P *
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Vice-Pres. andUenl Manager.
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Wash'jrt’n

It was a
ruesday evening, Veb. 11, a most unusual profitable meeting.
session was held, for since the last meetng members had apparently fallen into
RAINBOW, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
he most extreme poverty.
The change
At the regular session of Rainbow
hat only one week had wrought was
grange Thursday evening, Feb. 13, after
lothing short of marvelous. They had the routine work the first and second
batched and darned with infinite patience
degrees were conferred on two candidates.

ship is lost. Her death warrant has
looking
out on fields covered with snow and ice. been signed, and ahe becomes one of the
I am sure several of the family will be many mysteries of the sea. It is supposed
glad to exchange post-cards. It is always that she suffered disaster somewhere in
the turbulent waters in the vicinity of
all right to have the writer’s address
given *
in full. One of the reasons for nom de Cape Horn.
n the laudable effort to make themselves
plumes is that some can write more freely i President Charles Lincoln White, of bresentable. The effect
they achieved reif they are not personally known in the Colby college, has tendered his
resigns- ! garded them for their hours of toil. They
column. Come again.
tion to take effect at the close of the
sere only one Btep from the sublime.
If
present college year in June. President
t had been a little later in the season
Dear .¥. B.‘»:
White retires to take the position of
;here would have been an instant demand
Who read the article headed
"History Re- assistant corresponding secretary of the for them in the corn
fields of Hancock
peats Itself” in The American? It was one of
Home Mission society, with headBaptist
the first things which took my eye. I
xmnty.
began
in
of

question

h'iamn-

Commencing Nov. 25, 1907.

[

FLORAL, NORTH BUCKS PORT.
At the regular meeting of Floral grange

ot her.

8b*ufu*Ds ano

_

Lloyds has “written off” the Bath built
member and another ;
steel ship Arthur Sewall, which means
in the new western part of the
country.
that the insurance men have decided that
The very name Cloverdale
a

from any remedies 1 used
forth

suffering 1 endured from my lag
and kidneys. I used a number i.f
boutd
Doan'* Kidney Pill* but
nimiKma1
severe

[

a new

Finding

•t Lost.

|

Welcome to

to

program^

Thirty-six members were present, one
j1 visitor from Verona grange, and one from

com mu

writer will not be printed except by permissionCommunications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

voted to appoint .
confer with * uk.
from Penobscot grange
,nd
****** to establish
“h*
a
permanent T”***
Permanent
tion line. The
literary
aa follow*:
Reading*,
‘O'nn, H. p.
Minnie Clement.;
remark* from member*.
c»ke ,„h
will be eerved at the next
.u

three

j

good reason.

nlcatlons, and Its success depends largely
on the support given u in this respect. Communications must be signed, bnt the name of

It

song, W titer B. Russell; reading. Mr*.
Bennett.
The question was opened by N. J. Robinson, and general diacuaaion followed.
The queetion for next meeting is “What
siStrr of the labor and responsibility In
t be grange should properly fall to tbe
sistersT”

3mong tl)e ©rangtr*.

Btuehlll Dlvif**-

IX ALL HOMES.

Valuable Pala Reliever that ■a
Eap.
elally SnM Sow.
Wherever there is pain, there la
nerve, and thla explains why
Keuralg
Anodyne la of value In so man
troubles that are seemingly
quite dii
similar.
From chilblains to rheums

tlsm. Including toothache, headachi
neuralgia, colds, sore throat, cut!
bruises, sprains, and In fact every ach
or pain, the
Anodyne Is of the greatet
value. Its principle of cure la
dlderer
from that of the
ordinary liniment c
medicine, as small doses are taken Is
ternally to soothe the nerve centre;
and It Is also applied
externally, glv
Ing local treatment to the
very spc
where there Is pain and
soreness.
A 25 ct. bottle of
Neuralgic Anodyn

will

in

do

a

world of good In

curing aches and pains.
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Reduced Fere*.
Bcr Harbor to Bolton
Rockland to Boetou
Steamer Ram Bar Harbor

*3.00-

ll.'*it 3 *

®v0Iti

daft and Tboradayi for Seal
Harbor, SonikweM Harbor.
North Hareh and Rockland, connect! I
tail

■learner for Boaloa.

RETURNING
Steamer Ram Foeter'a wbarf,
daja and Friday! at 5 p at, for Winter]*
Rockland and Intermediate land In an
Lea re Rockland at 6 JO 1 m pr ®"
learner from Boeton, Wertneedif*‘
daft, for Biueklll and Bar Harbor
dtau landing!.
•

"TjSr

All freight, except Hreetoek, It loiored
■re an-i marine rlek.
K.

^

M^

S, i, Honan, Agent. Bir IW*

ni

"viwh

(neuts

By CECILIA

A. LOIZEAUX.

Copi/rlQbtnl. IWf, bv

P. C.

r.nrtment.

be sympa.■Of course I like you
nil a part of
thetic nud generous—It's
But-I do wish you could be made
,.ou
Indissee the evils of such recklessly
said Uowaru.
criminate giving,”
armed
They had Just passed a one
had stepped In front of
begaar, who
whine for
them with bis monotonous
after a sharp glance,
coins. Howard,
aside!" had
hail said curtly, "Stand
brushed away the extended hand and
> guide her past.
taken Beth's arm t
of pity the
p,it with an exclamation
the
«irl had turned back to empty Into
hand all the change In her little
to

man's
gold mesh purse.
••My giving la

not Indiscriminate.
had only
That man was maimed—he
other one was tremone arm—and the
or
weakness," anbling from palsy
swered Beth. with some heat.
is trem••My dear, that man's hand
as likely as not
bling from drink, and
his coat.
be has another (firm under
Toil don't ren 117.0 wbnt frauds these
professional beggars are. Can'tof you
the
sec, Betti, that It's the principle
that Is wrong? The money you
hr* used
give so carelessly might better
for people who really need It, and you
seldom find that kind begging ou the

thliig

streets."
They had reached Beth's home by
this time. and. ns usual. Howard went
In with her for the afternoon tea Beth
always made by the living room fire.
Wlvn they entered the house the sub-

ject

was

uot

continued, though they

both felt dissatisfied. Beth busied herself at the little table silently. There
She
was an angry light In her eyes.
resented Howard’s Interference In such
things, nnd she told herself thnt Howard was not quite what she had

thought him.
Howard was about to go wnen me
front door opened nnd shut, and Beth’s
Uncle John, with whom she hnd lived
since the death of her parents, came in
and went up the stairs to his room.
Howard settled back Into bis chair, for
he liked Beth’s uncle, who was a Jolly
old man. But Beth looked unaccountably nervous, rattled the tea things and
She
rang the bell for more hot wnter.
Jumped guiltily ns an Irate voice from
upstairs cnlled. "Beth!"
“Yes, uncle, what is It?" she called
back, going to the foot of the stairs.
“What have you done with my gray
smoking Jacket and those black slippers? 1 can't And them anywhere, and
I left them right lie re on the floor. I
wish Mary wouldn’t bare cleaning up
streaks.”
Beth darted a queer glance at HowShe
ard and then ran np the stairs.
spoke so softly that Howard could not
hear what she said, bat her uncle’s
voice was far reaching. «nd the young
man listened shamelessly, for be guessed what was the matter.
Now he
grinned silently to himself as the one
sided conversation went on.
“What the deuceP’ he wga fairly
roaring. “That Jacket is the only one
I’ve ever bad that’s any good. And I
look like a peeled onion In that purple
thing, nnd you know It" There was a
silence. Then the voice In somewhat
•offer tones went on.
"Well, If you can’t rest unless you're
giving things away and my things are
attractive to yon, you Just make It a
point to ask me what I can get along
without. Well, then, give me my old

•Uppers.”
Another silence.
"Do you mean to tell me that you
gave away that pair of slippers that
I’ve been breaking In for a year and
just got adjusted to my feet? By
George! Who got those?”

Silence.
"Well, he didn’t need them

as bad
He couldn't feed my smoking
Jacket to a starving baby, and those
slippers will fit his sick wife to perfection, I suppose. What else did yon
give him?”
as

I do.

*uuvutl

„iifuvr-U

8IIUI u

"There: That's enough.'
Don't tell
much ut once! I’m liable to get
mail:"
When he hoard Beth's heel
taps on the stairs Howard strolled to
the farthest window and turned Innocently around to speak to Beth as if
nothing Ijnd happened. Her face was
red and her
eyes wet.
"Uncle's cross tonight,” she said airily.
"I—he acts as if he had lost
something." She did not speak again,
hut begau to make fresh tea, and In a
minute or two her uncle appeared in
the doorway. Ho had on a
purple silk
Jacket and a purple cap stuck Jauntily
orer one car on his bald head.
"hook like the shah's butler, don’t
the elder man said as he carefully
lowered his heavy figure Into his easy
chair and stuck his feet out before
him. "Your turn will come. You'll live
to see your best shoes
tripping down
the street, and
you'll meet your hats
*nd coats and trousers strolling about
the city until
you won’t know whether
5’ou're dreaming or whether there aro
two of you."
Harvey was a little uneasy. He looked at Beth and smiled, and she looked
hack coldly, thinking that she read "1
told you so" iu his face. She disappeared when -she bad given her uncle
his tea and did not come down again
untll Howard was
gone and dinner
me too

"as

ready.

The

morning Beth spent In
overhauling all her clothes, piling luto
a great
heap on the floor everything
that she did not like or was a little
^Hed. And on the top she put the
spring suit that Howard liked so much.
It was a little
dirty around the edge of
he skirt, though that was not
why she
adde-' it to-*’.
pip,
Hist's mine at *py rate." she said
next

o*

into her

»ue

l-'i

nereu

top

.-~s»-

gnr-

and carried them
to the hnsprrc*-.*, mkc-c she bestowed
them all upon -.lie new laundress. That
man
left !u n hurry before her
day's work was done, fearing that
Beth would chan re her mind.
Two days later Howard stnrted
np
<0 Beth's iu his ear to take her out for
• tone drive, ns nrrnmred wllh her
over the phone. What wns his
amaze-,
went therefore, ns he drove slowly
through the downtown streets to see
Beth lu her gray walking snlt nnd
to,|ue just disappearing .around a corner. He called to her. hut she did not
hear, and the young fellow stopped the
mnehlne. Wii,h set chin nnd tightened
lips and hurt eyes he drove slowly on
up the hill nnd past the house, where
Beth In n hlne dress waited In the hall.
When she saw Howard whiz by.
never once glancing at the house, she
was
first Indignant nnd then angry.
And after an hour of deliberation, during which her wrath Increased, she
rang for a messenger and put Into hls
bands a note and a little sealed packet
which contained her ring.
Bhe came down to dinner pale nnd
wan. Her uncle looked at her sharply,
seeing traces of tears, and decided that
he wouldTtct
"I'm sorry to speak
about this
again.” he said, clearing his throat,
■‘but if you must go slumming I Insist
that you take some escort with you.
I’ll go If Howard will not
I was
amazed to see yon down there among
the secondhand stores In that part of
town after what I told you the Inst
time.
I don't enre whv you go: It Is
not safe nor respectable. either."
Beth was staring at him open eyed.
"I was not down there this afternoon,”
ahe said indignantly.
The doorl>ell rang, and Howard was
nshered Into the d'nlng room by ‘ho
He came on to
maid.
table and
!ot'>.
put a little packet do*--n on **,

=1

arms

anlil

"mil

ilmi't

monn

If

do yon? I can’t l.-t :n break oar engagement like till-i without telling mo
what Is tin* matter.
What have I
doner
noth stood up, looking like a fawn
at hay.
Her eyes were dilated with
fear, her ha ds clinched. She looked
from Howard to her unde. but did not
speak, rinully her uncle went over to
her and put hU arm around her.
“What la It, little glrlT be said as
one would speak to a child.
Beth began to sob aud then to laugh.
“It’s all so funny,” she sobbed. “I—I
guess It’s mostly my fault I gave that
gray suit away, aud the hat too.” The
men
glanced at each other and then
laughed. Howard made a step forward, but Beth ran behind her chair.
“And I was at home.” she said to
him—"I was at home, and you did not
stop—when yoa had naked me to go.
Aud I was all ready and waiting for

you."
“But, Beth, I

that, gray suit
downtown.
I was sure it was you,
and I didn’t know what to do, I didn't
know until afterward that I had gone
by your bouse. Don’t you see, dear”—
But this time he came around behind
the chair, too, and Uncle John sat
down and pretended to eat his cold
dinner.
When Uncle John reached home the
next night he found the old smoking
jacket and slippers laid out for him.
lie smelled the sulphur with which
they had been fumigated and asked no
questions, though be didn't really need
to be told where they bad come from.
He had seen Beth and Howard In the
big green car steering toward the secondhand district In the morning, and
he had bad his hopes aroused.
Not long afterward, while Beth was
busy with her trousseau, her unde
came in softly and heard her saying to
a caller: “But there’s nothing so unwise as Indiscriminate giving. I bad a
lesson, and I know."
met

A Great Catcher.
Flore Is a play which Is vouched for
by two old ball players who saw It
come off and ndmltte(d to be true by
the victim of the catch, big Em Gross,
once the star catcher of the National
league aud perhaps the heaviest hitting catcher that ever donned a glove.
Em was a great catcher, a wonderful
thrower and a grand hitter, but he had
his weakness, and that was In cutching
Some facetious writer in
foul flies.
those days remarked that Em couldn’t
the high ones in daytime.
He tried for everything in sight, ran
circles around the ball and sometimes
speared it, but he never felt at ease
when one of those tall twisting fouls
went up.
He was catching In Providence one
day when a I’hiladelphia batter poked
up a fly that looked 500 feet high.
There was a wind blowing, and the
ball began to twist around In circles,
with Em doing a merry-go-round under
it. Finally, seeing that It was escaping, he made u desperate effort to turn
quickly nud fell flat on his back.
Instinctively lie threw up his feet
The
and hands to protect his lace.
ball struck the sole of his shoe, bounded up into the nir, and as it fell again
Em reached out and caught it.
And the next morning Providence's
papers had the nerve to say he did It
on purpose.—Chicago Tribune.
see

Couldn’t Bs Dons.
colored preacher who hud only a
small share of this world's goods aud
whose salary was not forthcoming on
several occasions became exasperated.
At his morning nervi e he |*>ke to his
church members in this way:
’’Bredern and sister'll, things is not
as
they should be. You 1:111st not
'spects I can preach on u't’i an' lion d
A

In heljen.”
The Naked Truth.
An old fable say:: that Truth and
Falsehood went In bulling together.
Falsehood came first out of the water
and dressed herself in Truth's gar
meins.
put 011
Truth, unwiliing t
Falsehood’s clothes, went naked.

The Irresistible Lunge.
George Ulngwait and I were school
fellows, and when the Spanish war
broke out both ran away from home
to enlist, neither of us being eighteen
years

of age.

Santiago George was
exposed position.

an

of
left wounded In
I went back and

During the siege

carried him to a safer place. Be set
great store by an act which I consider
only the most natural In the world
and declared that he would never rest
content till he had repaid the debt.
But he did not recover from his wound
and In addition contracted typhoid
fever, of which he died at MontauU
Point He expired brooding ove1- the
fact that he could not live to repay the
service I had done him.
When 1 was mustered out of the service I was offered a commission In the
regular army, but I decided to study
medicine.
While taking a finishing
course In Paris 1 unintentionally won
the regard of a girl who. unfortunately
for me. hail a lover already.
Had 1
known of this innn's existence I should
have endeavored to keep the girl at a
distance.
The first Intimation 1 had
of him was at a supper I was enjoying
with a number of my fellow students.
A man In passing behind me brushed
against me so forcibly as to knock
me off toy chair.
Looking up at him, 1
saw
that his act was intentional.
Quick us a flash I sprang at him and
knocked him down.
Before he could
retaliate I was seized by my companand
ions.
my antaglouist. throwing a
card at me. left the cafe.
The card
hore the name of Antoine Dnpuy. and
one of m.v party Informed me that he
was the lover of the girl who bad honored me.
'veil. I was obliged to flgbt him—
that Is. I saw no way of avoiding meeting him under the Paris code wlthont
subjecting myself to a worse fate, for
the friend he sent ine with a challenge
Informed me that his principal was
bent on killing me. and I preferred to
die In a respectable fashion rather than
be stabbed In the back. 1 bad little
or no training ns a shot or a fencer, so
I threw dice to decide whether I should
choose (I had the right as the chalThe
lenged partyi foils or pistols.
dice said foils, and foils It was.
I knew the fellow could ao with me
what he liked, and, as his second had
told me he would kill me, the prospect
was gloomy.
Before Santiago there
had been no more chance of my getting
killed than any one else.
It was the
certainty In the present case I didn’t
like. Had I not had soldierly Instincts
and a fair share of pride I believe I
would hare left Paris by a midnight
train.
The night before the meeting I was
asleep In bed.
Suddenly I awoke.
There stood George Itlngwalt My first
Impression was that I had been misBefore I could
taken In bis death.
pass to a second Impression be said to

a&txrtwcmmt*.

Washington Buns.
Break one egg into a cop, fill the cup
with milk, and torn onto one-half yeast
cake dissolved in one-qnarter cop of cool
water. Add one cop of sugar and one-hmif
cup of butter creamed together; then beat
all until a creamy mass is formed,
Add a
few gratings of nutmeg and enough flour
to tpake a dough as soft as can be kneaded.
Cover and let rise light, then turn onto the
moulding board, scatter one-quarter cup of
currants, knead and shape into small buns.
Set the buns close together in a greased
pan, let rise and bake. Brush over with a
little milk in which some sugar is dissolved.

One hrial will convince
you that'

SIojvivs
Liivinvervt
will

relieve soreness and
stiffness quicker and easier
than any other preparation
sold for that purpose.
It penetrates to the bone,
quickens the blood, drives
away fatigue and gives strength'
and elasticity to the muscles.
Thousands use Sloan's Liniment

_

ELLSWORTH

MARKETS.

Loss of Snow Deadens Trading —Potatoes Firmer.
The sudden loss of the snow, which, in
this long-delayed winter had started
things moving with a rush, has had a
deadening effect on trading tnis week.
Eggs, which fell off last week, have
strengthened again because of temporary
shortage. This is only local, however, as
shippers to Boston report a steady decline.
Potatoes are a little tinners, though
dealers report a wide range in buying
price—from 50 cents to 75 cents a bushel.
The retail range is 20 to 25 cents a peck.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

for rheumatism,

neuralgia, toothache,

sprains, contracted muscles, stiff
joints; cuts, bruises, bums, cramp,
colic

or

and insect stings

.

PRICE 25i.50e.esi.00
Or.Lori S Sloon.BosIcn.Mass.U.SA.

Ooutrv Prod nee.
■•tier.

Creamery per*...?5§88

QUICK

Dairy....26080

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per h.16 #18
Best dairy (new).
18
Dutch (imported).M
Neufchatel.
.06
Freeh laid, per doa..
Poultry.

KEL. I EE

Wt

B.jaosKSS;

28@80
If vou keep a bottle
of Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment handy you
needn’t suffer.
Keep
the bandage well saturated with theliniment and
your wound will soon be
healed.

Chickens.

Fowl..

.16*18

Bay.
Best loose, per ton.
Baled
Htrsv.
...

Loose...
Baled.
VsffStablM.
UWIUCB

,l>lk

That's what

14*16
ie@i8

..

you need when you get a
cut, a burn or a scald. You
can't trait—you must haverelief

8 #11
16

uuiuub,

at

m

Turnips, 3»
Squash, It)
Beets, lb
Celery, bunch
Spinach, pk

*05
Parsnips, tb
03
Carrots,
08
Cabbage, tb
20a25 Beans—per qt—
30
10412
Tellow-eye
10
Pea.

Oranges, doz
Apples, pk
Cranberries qt,

25

once.

JOHNSOISPS

02
OS
03

mu.
25 gfiO Lemons doz
30435
«'40 Pineapples, each 15 425
Orocsrlss.

Bloc, per ft
.064.08
20 425
.164.25 Vinegar, gal
35 Cracked wheat,
M
.ns
35 Oatmeal, per ft
.so
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
.454415 Graham,
.04
.804 66 Bye meal,
Granulated meal.ft 02#
06# #06 Oil—per gal—
Yellow, G
Linseed,
.05#
.654-70
08 #10
12
Powdered,
Kerosene,
Molasses—per gal

Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act, June 30.190S.

Havana.
Porto

AS
A0
-60
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, ft.
.15 4 A0
Chop,
Ham. per ft
.124-25

Serial number 513

Sold everywhere for 25 and 50 cents

a

bottle

I. 8. JOHNSON * CO., Boston, Maas.

(franulated,

Syrup,

Anodyne

is a sure help in time of trouble.
If you have a sprain or strain, a
wrenched knee or ankle, a lame back, sore muscles, lumbago, sciatica,
stiff joints, muscular rheumatism, or any other ache or pain, Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment will rid you of it. Try it. Get a bottle and keep
it within reach. You're sure to need it.

_____

10412

Coflee—per A
Bio,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per ft—
Japan,
Oolong,
Sugar—per

Rico,

Beef,ft:
Steak,

Boasts.

Corned,
Tongues,

Vtel'pe’

Steak,
Boasts,

4364-10

18

4)6408
18430
.104.15

Shoulder,
Bacon,
Salt

Lard,
Sausage, lb

The Children’s Hour

15418

11 a.is

10@ll
17420
log 13
11414
12317

—

-V*

Lamb*

10430
Lamb,
05
Tongues, each

has been

Froth Fish.
06 Scallops.
06 Smelts, It)
12 418 Clams, qt
50

Cod,

beautifully pictured
by Longfellow. Sometimes it
is impossible for a father to

40

16
Haddock,
25
Halibut,
Oysters, qt
"Get up!"
I did so and atood In my pajamas,
cord
Coal—per ton—
waiting the next move In this strange Wood—per
7 50 j
Broken,
D/y hard, 5 00 46 50
7 59
3 00 9 0 00
Stove,
affair. A. couple of foils were standing
Dry soft,
7 50
Egg,
Soundings per load
In a corner. George took one, banded
7 50
1004125
Nut,
54)0
Blacksmith’s
6 50
me the other, then placed himself on
Buttings, hard
and Feed.
Grain
Flour,
I
did
After
the
same.
guard.
passively
62# §65
Oats, bu
a few passes he put back his left foot Flour—per bbl—
fo
5 25 v6 50 Shorts—bag—
and toyed with my foil.
Then sud- Corn,100ft bag 1 30« l 35 Mix. feed, bag
155
30 u 1 35 Middlings,bag 1603165
Cornmeal.bagl
not
I
but
did
he
saw,
lunged.
denly
Cracked corn, 13f a l 35
feel, his foil pass through my body
While 1 was wondering, bo said, “On
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
guard!” and made the same movement
A bushel of Liverpool salt s^all weigh 60
and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
pounds,
me
a
second time, again running
weigh 70 pounds.
through the body.
The atamlard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and dt for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
“Try It yourself,” he said.
of apples, 44 pou nds.
I did as he suggested, making sevThe standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of
which
failed,
one
eral trials, every
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
because
of
but
the defense,
not because
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
rye and
of my owu clumsiness. But 1 kept ou pounds; of carrots, English turnips,
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
it
that
until at last it seemed to me
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
was uot George standiiig before me, but
my enemy of the morrow, and that my
Slfitirrttamunta.
life depended on my making the lunge
Concentrating all my
successfully.
watchfulness, my activity, my strength,
I threw It with one supreme effort, running my foil clean through the body
A well-known physician, who
before me and breaking my foil against
undoubtedly knows, declares that
the wall.
bad breath has broken off more
iasi
iuc
luui o
matches than bad temper.
was aroused at 4 o'clock by
me till I
mere aie aiucm.
lovers who must
Had I dreamed or had
my second.
sometimes wish
George King wait come back to show
their sweethearts
The foils stood
me how l could win?
sweeter
\ presented
in the corner. Neither was brokeu. 1
7 mouths to be kissed.
As soon as 1 had
must have dreamed.
Good teeth cannot
got into my clothes we went downprevent bad breath
stairs, stepped into a carriage aud rollwhen the stomach is
ed away to the place of meeting. There
disordered.
The best cure for
stood my adversary, with a self satisbad breath is a
fied look ou his face which seemed to
cleansing out of the
say, “I shall kill you in a few minbody by use of
utes.’'
I remembered the luuge I had practiced in my dream, if it was a dream,
and felt that it was my only chauee.
Almost as soon as we had crossed
the tonic laxative.
weapons 1 put my left foot back and
This is a herb medicine, sold in
toyed for a few moments with my ad25c. and 50c. packages by drugIn
was
there
What
blade.
versary’s
gists and it is saving more doctor's
my eye that disconcerted him 1 don't
bills than any other medicine has
know. He must have seen something
ever saved.
a
showed
for
he
mouieutary
It cures headache, backache,
there,
indigestion, constipation and skin
fright. Seizing my opportunity, feeldiseases.
ing a confidence 1 could not uccount
me:

—

—

share it because of absence
from home due to office

cares

exigencies which

com=

or

to

pel him'to travel, unless===
Unless he has

a

telephone

his home, and, while

on

in

the

road, bethinks himself to call
up from

•*

Bad Breath.

iuLiov.iuu.iui.oj

«

a

pay station.

The “Good
sage is

»ui

a

mes=

great comfort

to him and
ure

Night”
a

great pleas=

to them.

It is worth much; it costs
little.

Lane’s Family
Medicine

Look for the “Blue Bell” Sign

for, I lunged. My foil passed through
my enemy’s body and protruded eightinches from his back.
I was hurried away to a train for
I
Havre, where I sailed for home.
have never been able to make up my
Blind whether George Klngwult returnfed from the dead to save my life,
whether heeffected the purpose through
a dream or whether the dream, if such
it was, was but natural. Natural or
supernatural, the visitation gave me
the victory. What adds to the complication is that 1 have since been told
that what I learned of swordsmanship
is well known to certain experts and
is called the irresistible luuge.
J EUGENE DRAPER.
een

We

promptly obtain U. 8. end Foreign

i!
PATENTS

for
S^dmodeTsketchorphoto of invention
free
free report on patentability,
patentability.
How to Secure'
Patents and

For
ror

book,

For Goughs and Colds

TRADE-MARKS
Lee’s
can

comes

in bottles

containing

get of any other liniment

almost twice

at 25 cents.

as

much

as

you

Get it of your local

dealer.
OPPOSITE U S-KATENT
WASKIN GT oWiOt

I

1

CALDWELL SWEET CO., Props.
For all flesh troubles, Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment is a
healer. 10 cents.

Bangor, Maine.
wonderfully quick

<ihr UrllsiMottl) American.
A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
BY THK

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
00 a year; $100 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; If raid
strictly In advance, ft 50, 75 and S8 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arreai ages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
year
Advertislrg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

{Subscription Price—1'2

Bnslnes* communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
abk to the Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

aing a vigorous campaign to this end
as soon as the dam is entirely completed.
The coming year will be a vitally
important one for the prosperity of
Ellsworth. In what spirit should the
city meet these men who have already
done bo much for Ellsworth and who
give assurances of doing so much
more ? Should it be with a spirit of
antagonism, with one hand at their
throats and the other reaching for

REPUBLICAN

The

TICKET.

Election, Monday, March 2. 1908.

we

ity

of the

city?

The construction of the dam in such
a marvelously short time furnishes a
lesson and an inspiration for us all.

Ward 2.
For
For
For
For

Alderman—Hollis B. Estey.
Warden--Lorenzo D. Foster.
Ward Clerk—John F. Royal.
Constable—Howard F. Whitcomb.

For
For
For
For

Alderman—Ira B. Hagan, jr.
Warden—Levi W. Bennett.
Ward Clerk—Martin A. Garland.
Constable—Almon G. Jellison.

Ward 3.

Ward 4.

Alderman—Hoyt £. Austin.
Warden—William A. Austin.
Ward Clerk—Asa W. Maddocks.
Constable—Frank M. Moore.
Ward 5.

For Alderman—Charles E. Alexander.
For Warden—George M. Campbell.
For Ward Clerk—John A. Lord.
For Constable—Dorephus L. Fields.

by

co-opeThis great
brought to such

ration and united effort.

undertaking

Ward 1.

For Alderman—Albert F. Stock bridge.
For Warden—S. Milton Beckwith.
For Ward Clerk—George H. Brooks.
For Constable—Reuben 9. Sargent.

For
For
For
For

Do

trial

It snows what can be done

FOR MAYOR.

FRANK F. SIMONTON.

was

only

completion by
working together; there
friction, no fault-finding, no

swift and successful
many men
was

no

criticism; each man did his level beet
to produce the finest work in the
shortest possible time.
To make Ellsworth the most prosperous as well as the most beautlfnl
city of Maine, we only need united
effort, in harmony with the men who
have

already expended money
liberally here.
Will the voters of

so

Ellsworth vote

for the

party which prides itself on
having hampered in every way it
could this great enterprise, or will they
vote for the party which is pledged
heart and soul to work unitedly for a
bigger, better, more beautiful Ellsworth ?
The Municipal Election.
The republicans and democrats of
Ellsworth have met in their respective
caucuses, and have placed in nomination party tickets, and daring the time
between now and election day—March

“A Square Deal
In the speech nominating Mr. Stuart
for mayor, he was commended for
2—both parties will be busy in ap“the wise and firm stand taken by
to the voters for their
suphim in dealing with the Bar Harbor pealing
& Union River Power Co. and its port.
There being in this municipal cam-

auxiliary corporations”.

speech will not change
vote.
Congress is these days lisening to political speeches and passng appropriation bills. There seems

be excellent prospect that the pay
if the army will be Increased. The
:o

officers and men have had no increase
jf pay tor twenty years.

paign

company

the

pride

have heard of

The

situation, therefore, is very
the duty of republican
voters plain. They are in a
majority
in Ellsworth, and if
they do their
Ellsworth, thousands Inty, the result of the coming elec-

of the city, and have
spread its name to the uttermost
parts of the earth. It is fair to say
that where formerly hundreds might
are

no

are now familiar with her name.
The
company has expended money with

clear,

and

tion cannot be in doubt.

niggard hand, and has built a
Ex-Oovernor Black, of New York,
power-house that is not only a model las made a violent attack on President
of efficiency, bnt also an ornament to
Roosevelt, but republicans in Washthe city.
ngton insist that such diatribes
Bnt what the company has so far
merely strengthen the President in
done for Ellsworth is only the begin- copular favor.
Similarly, Rep, Champ
ning. To make the large investment -lark, of Missouri, made a humorous
here a paying one it is absolutely nec- ittack on the President in the House
essary for the company to bring in- his week, but while Mr. Clark’s wit
dustries to Ellsworth, and it.is plan- vas heartily enjoyed, it is a safe
preno

Public
lor
Activity.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 18 (special)
The dollars will not come jungling out of
the treasury in any profusion this winter
for projects of any character along the

Appropriations
Buildings—Political

Small

gfp05itj5
failings fipaitnunt

—

Maine coast. There are always
harbor improvements, or some

IV OI R

some

river

exempt prom municipal. TAXATION.

arc

independent league has been dredging or some contracts for building
has to
organized in ward three and a caucus materials which the government
that
has been called for Saturday evening, use. or some shipping legislation
numerous small craft plying
the
concerns
Feb. 22, at 7.30 o’clock, to nominate a
the Maine coast, which the delegaAn

INTEREST TME
©O ON
first op every month.

along

from the Pine Tree state always
stands ready to help along for its con-

tion

AND DRAW INTEREST AT
THE RATE OP 3!«£% COM-

stituents.
But the doors of the
shut any more
be this winter.

treasury

were never

tightly than they
Hale,

Senator

as

seem

to

one

of

POUNDED SEMIANNUAL. L.Y.

great appropriation chiefs, is helping
keep them shut. And while Maine may
Andrew Carnegie
has presented the fare badly in the matter of federal approWest Gouldsboro village library with JfiflO. priations, all the other states have similar
complaints, and there is no discriminaStonington has just completed a f25,000 tion. There is still a mountain of surplus

calamity.

which is one of the best
buildings of its class in the State.
ichoolhouse

Cspt.

the

_

R. O.

Parker, tax-collector for

record for that
Castine, has made a
town. His report allows not a dollar of
tax for the years 1906 and 1907 remaining
uncollected. Lucky Castine 1
new

in the treasury or available in
time of need, but the leaders in Senate
and House are toiling with all their might
to keep this mountain from being whittled

worrying some republican politicians
are looking offlceward.
Aside from
limited disturbance of the political

who
ibis

waters, there seems to be an unusual
salm on the ocean of political thought in
this State.
Has resubmission gained any since the
legislature of 1906? There were bat sixty
petitioners calling for it then, and they
from the city of Lewiston, which has for
long period of years recorded the lowest temperature on the temperance ques;ion of any city in the State, except, poelibly, Bangor. I was a member of the
House then, and also a member of the
emperance committee, and I will venture
he opinion that but for a young demo*
:rat lawyer from that rum-cursed city,
*ho wanted an opportunity to spread
nmself in behalf of his clients, the mater would not have been brought forward
luring that session.
The resolve found no support of imporance in the discussion
among republicans,
ind was voted down almost to a repubican, and we thought the matter was
practically dead for a decade.
But under a republican governor pledged
;o the enforcement of
prohibition, and who
wanted a “big stick” in his hand, prohibition fever was running high and developed the famous Sturgis law. Since its
first reactionary effect upon city elections,
md more especially since the last State

is neither in it for the

republican party.
When you, leading republicans of the
State of Maine inscribe prohibition on
your
State banner, yon will affront and possibly
alienate forever that large majority of
voters which Mr. Haines
confidently believes will support the prohibitory amendment, including the advance guard of civilization in this State, nine-tenths of the
clergy, three-fourths of the male teachers,
snd nineteen-twentieths of that other
half of the adult population of our State—
the women—without the noble influence
of ;whom civilization would be a
farce,
tnd decent government an
impossibility
The republican party never won its
laurels in the past by following democratic ideals, and can never hope to win
when it ceases to lead in the race for
political progression.
H.

9100,000
40,000
100,000

Extra Protection to Depositors,

$240,000

away.
Senator

Pinion <Tru$t

Hale will get

(fllsmortl),

STRENGTH and LIBERALITY.
By reason of its strength and liberality, the EASTERNTRUST
A BANKING COIIPANY is recognized as a safe and convenient

to

secure

depository for

money.

check, Unsolicited

Your Account, subject to your

Interest paid on Check Accounts
All accounts balanced monthly.

Surplus (earned) 9400,00o

Capital 9175,000.

Total Capital 9575,000.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.

recently undertaken is
of salary for the
laborers at the fisheries stations at Craig
brook and Green lake.
Though it is
doubtful if he succeeds, Mr. Burleigh has
Burleigh

man

(ftompanji

flkint.

a

_

be

....
Capital,
Surplus and Undivided Profits,
Stockholders' Liability,

revenues

few Maine items
upon the appropriation bills probably.
He generally manages to do that at every
session by hook or by crook, but he will
one
of
Pearl S. Wight,
the richest men of
ask for no large sums this session. He is
Louisiana, whom President Roosevelt
a man who practices economy for his own
mentioned in a recent letter as one of his
constituents when he preaches it for the
:hief advisers in the appointments to
country.
offices in that state, is a native of PenobMaine congressmen have received many
■cot, the son of the late Edward Wight,
tor many years a justice of peace in inquiries in regard to positions in the
Penobscot.
public building work that is to be taken
up this spring at Calais, Augusta, Bar
Harbor and elsewhere. It should be said,
Comipontcnrc.
however, that all these positions are
entirely under civil service, and that they
R e* ubm taction.
will be in no cases under charge of local
North Penobscot, Feb. 10, 1908.
Jo the Editor of The American:
The question of resnbmission seems to
Among the minor things that Congress-

national or state issues that
can be settled by the result of this
election, appeals will be made, as they
always are in local elections, by both
sides for support on personal grounds.
some doubtful enterprise, or was enIf ever there was justification in a
deavoring to work Borne injury upon
the city of Ellsworth by unfair or dis- local election for an appeal to party
loyalty, it is in this campaign. The
honorable means.
Now, while we have no connection republican party is in control of the
with the Bar Harbor & Union River nation, the State and the county; the :
Power Co., and hold no brief for that party in Ellsworth is itself responsible
for its not being now in control in
concern or any other corporation, we
city
believe in fair play and justice, and affairs.
election, certain prominent republicans,
We are on the eve of one of the following in the wake of
the statement referred to is neither
prominent demomost important national contests in ! crats, have been trying to manufacture a
fair nor just, and is misleading.
Let us see how this greedy octopus our country’s history; tremendous is- ! public sentiment in favor of resubmission.
In his last message Gov. Cobb discussed
of a corporation, as our friends the sues are at stake; policies have been
both sides of the resubmission
issue, but
democrats would have us believe it is, promulgated, works undertaken and
didn’t commit himself to either. I natworks
unfinished,
has been trying to gobble up the city
projected, grave urally infer that
h£
was in favor
questions involving the tariff and the of resubmission, inwardly
of Ellsworth. What are the facts?
but outwardly he was
The Bar Harbor & Union River currency, are to be settled, and all looking both ways “to onced” with a
Power Co. is controlled by men of the these ought to be left with the party political twinkle in his eyes.
which has handled some of them beHow he stands on prohibition a« a
very highest honor and standing, men
whose word is as good as their bond, fore and settled them right, and which State policy, I do not know, nor can any
and who have carried out to the letter may be depended upon wisely to set- one derive any satisfaction on that sub»
ject from his public utterances. In his
tle the others.
every agreement they have made,
first message he discussed the opinion of
In
our
State
affairs
suand
without any attempt at
republican
promptly,
others on that subject, but
adroitly withis
threatened—as
premacy
ever by
evasion.
held his own. He declared for the enfrom
me present city government, or the opponents
without, and by some forcement of this law, as the best
way to
Lest it, by any means it seemed that the
controlling member of it, Aid. 8tuart, within our own ranks.
In county affairs wise counsel and
has evinced no spirit of liberality
of
man
could
devise.
ingenuity
in iue msi nouse
toward this company, but has through- concerted action can repair the breach
mins me republicans
made
in
the
stood
out assumed an attitude decidedly anverj squarely against it. Tile demorepublican ranks in recent
crats, with their large minority, voted
tagonistic. And the company on its years.
for
it.
On the strength of this
In local affairs the only
apparent
part has promptly complied with
possible
Mr. Haines announced
public
sentiment,
excuse
for
from
breaking away
every request of the city government.
party his
candidacy for governor, endorsing the
What has the power company done lines is the personal unfitness of can1 democratic planks, resubmission and all.
for Ellsworth? It needs no extended didates.
Happily even this excuse is
He said he was ambitious to be
governor
to prove the benefits now lacking, for with rare good judg- of Maine, and so I
argument
suppose be wanted to
ment
the
have
republicans
in
take
the wind out of the democratic sails
placed
already resulting from the building of
the dam.
The company has bought nomination a ticket which for char- i by framing his platform early and standacter
and
on
and paid cash for aU property needed,
it, and waving his nomination flag,
standing in this community ing
often at double what the owners could has not been questioned even by our I with Haines and resubmission at the top
and prohibition at the bottom.
have obtained for it from anyone else; friends the enemy.
The
aterville sentinel charged him
In many previous municipal camit has given employment to many
with stealing the democrat
platform. He
men
known
to be republicans
men at a higher rate of wages for paigns,
stood square as a brick in favor of resublabor than was ever before paid in have been charged either with in- mission and the
referendum, in condem- 1
Ellsworth; it has expended here difference to party success, or with nation of the Sturgis law and everything
the
actually
ticket.
voting
else I believe in the then democrat
opposition
something like 8200,000 during the
platpast year, and the money thus put in Certainly to one or the other of these form. But prohibition? O, yes! He believed
circulation has materially added to causes is due democratic success in in prohibition, and if the prohibitory
the taxable valuation of Ellsworth this city. So far as observation goes, I amendment were resubmitted, it would
be re-affirmed by a very
large majority of
through the building or rebuilding of both these causes seem to be elimi- the voters of the
State.
many new stores and dwellings; it nated in this campaign.
What, then, does he want to resubmit it
Candidates and committeemen are
has added to the scenic beauties and
for ? If he thinks a large
majority of the
hard at work; ward committtes are
values
of
creproperty
voters of the State are satisfied with the
Ellsworth^by
and
a
unusually
one
new
lake
active,
and opening up
everywhere
ating
prohibitory law and don’t want a change,
sees a grim determination to
win. what sense is there in
many desirable building sites.
advocating resubAnd
it
is this sort of spirit that does mission ? Does he advocate resubmission
The magnificent dam and powerwin.
for fun or for votes ? In my opinion, there
house constructed by the
To one unfamiliar with the facts this
would give the impression that the
Bar Harbor & Union River Power
Co. was a corporation engaged _in

UDvmtfemmii

FROM WASHINGTON.

liction that his

pocket-bookB, or shonld it be
candidate for alderman and other
with a spirit of friendly welcome,
officers. The
“independents” are
safeguarding all the interests of the
disaffected democrats.
city, but with a broader view for the largely
future prosperity of the city rather
COUNTY GOSSIP.
than a greedy grasp for the dollar imThe loss ot the snow is little less than a
mediately in sight ?
their

want to intrnst the indusdevelopment of Ellsworth to a
party which heaps ridicule on the
2,430 board of trade of Ellsworth, or do we
Average for the year of 1907,
want to intrust it to men who will
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 190S. support the board of trade in its honest and united effort for the prosperThis week’s edition of
American is 3,500 copies.

<

has

increase

an

MAINE.

determined at least to make the attempt.
He recently wrote a letter to Chairman
Tawifey, of the committee on appropriations, in regard to this matter, and received the following reply which explains
itself:

identified with the careful preparations
that are made by it biennially for the reelection of a republican House.
A part of the time he has served on the
executive committee, which has to do with
Dear Sir:
the more important work of preparation.
Your letter urging favorable action by the
eleccommittee on appropriation!* in the matter of As this is a presidential year and the
increasing the pay of laborer* at the fisher- tion in Maine, coming very early, will be
ies station* at Craig brook and Green lake. regarded by the country as significant,
Maine, is at hand, and in reply will say that efforts will be made to run the four conthe matter will have careful consideration
gressional campaigns in Maine very
when we come to make up the sundry civil
thoroughly, to inform the voters on the
appropriation bill. Your* very sincerely.
issues and to roil up good majorities. The
J. A. Tawnby.

Jot Sait.

fooTwnfr
“la*"’
dilion. X'..¥LU*r
Will be tola cheap for cash I*,
P,^.??_H
Am
office.
in

quire

at

*'

mean

Ctn be
A. H. Jor'a ttore, Elltworth.
H ARNE88—Second-hand.
UMBER—A limited quantity
lumber^
IJ Joi*t.reasonable
planed spruce and pine boards
etc^
teen:

of

at

Cuniculocus Park

\ITOOD

M

price*
Mill*.

C. Attn.

Egypt. M-

Suitable for finest paper pci
f f
What am I offered for poplar, iprae*
and fir. by the cord in car lota, dclivenitf
Franklin Road atatlon. Maine
M. C. Anns*. Egypt. Me.
—

congressional committee will rely largely
L. W Higgins hooter!
East Maple street; 7 Isrgv rootsMiou
1^0RMKiiLY|tbe
Representative Burleigh, seeing how upon Gov. Burleigh regarding the neces- and
cement cellar; in good condition. W.r.
in
Maine.
work
is
it
to
the
to
House
sary
hopeless
persuade
be sold cheap for caah, or on easy terras. lamake any considerable appropriations for
quire on premlaea. Alls* Ro-»xv Ka*; Xtw
St.. Ellsworth. Me.
Maine projects this winter, is proceeding
Keith's Theatre, Boston.
One of the best all-around bills will be
upon a new tack. He is “laying pipe” for
Special Notices.
the future. For instance, one of the gov- offered at Keith's next week, with Grace
j
ernor’s lines of activity is public build- Van Studdiford as the leading feature.
TAX COMMISSION.
ings.
Very quietly, but none the less She is in superb voice, and is as winsome
Commissioners appointed by the Governor to investigate the present tystmrf
THE
effectively, he has been at work for nearly and magnetic as ever.
taxation and to make recommendation! »
ten years providing Maine cities and the
is
It is doubtful if there
a monoiogist in
the nest legislature will give pub!., h*-*rfaf»
larger Maine towns with adequate public vaudeville whose popularity equals Clif- at their office. Baxter Building. Portland.stI
o’clock a. m.. as follows
When
the
late
buildings.
Representative ton Crawford’s. His material is always February 2Y To consider tax*-sea of suaa
Milliken was in Congress he made great full of new bita.
Hail road*
24. To consider Taxation of Stmt
in
that
direction.
Ituth Allen and company present a fast- February
progress
Railroads.
Gov. Burleigh took up that work, and moving playlet called 44We Need the j FtbruarviT. To consider Taxation of Ttk*
phone and Telegraph Companies.
has secured government appropriations, Money”.
The action deals with some
Every taxpayer of Maine is invited to
until at present Maine is probably better stock-brokerage transactions.
at any and all times, helpful suegesttoaih
the Commission.
Mo as ill N. Das*.
provided with government buildings than
Among the 4isight acts” will be those of !
Chainssa
the Kita Banzai troupe of Japanese acroany other state in the Union.
V.
8.
BctiDixa*
Customs
akd
Postofficb
And yet that docs not mean Maine has brats,
Chinko, a youthful juggler, and
Ellswohth. Maine, Feb. 15,19*.
all the government buildings the federal Minnie Kaufmann,
formerly the star of j
Proposal* will be received st this
business there warrants. Some of the the Kaufmann
SEALED
building until 2 o’clock p. m.. Friday
troupe, cyclist.
28.
19C8, for furnishing fuel.
February
wisest men in Congress have long adThe programme will also include May me j
water, ice. miscellaneous suppiie- wa»Aisf
vocated that every postoffice of the presiRemington and her “Black Buster Brown- towels, hauling ashes, snd sprinkling *tmt»
dential class should be housed in a gov- ies”, a great pickaninny act; Dora Ronca, for this building curing the ti-csl year essing June 30. 190V. or *u:h portion of tne J*
ernment building. The country is still the gypsy violinist, Keen and
tom
Adams, as may be deemed advisable. The rightTresrwith songs and dances, and new kineto- jvet any and all bid* is reserved 1, the
very far from such a condition of affairs,
Hssav Whituw.
ury Department.
but Governor Burleigh is doing his ut- graph views.
C us tad ha
most to bring about such a condition in
Nance O’Neil will head the bill the week
Maine.

of

Every little while

up to the
little basket on the desk of the clerk of
the House a sheet of paper. He has written

a

bill

for

a

new

public building

at

the third Maine district. It
is printed in due time, and a
copy sent
town in

some

over
w

to the

hich he is

he

public buildings committee,
a

finds the

member.

About

opportunity

of

that time

to go up to the

treasury department and to consult with
the building officials and to acquaint them
with the condition in that particular
Maine town.
Sooner

later. Congress refers the bill
recommendation and report.
The governor also gathers the statistics of
postotfice and other public business in
that town and gets that where it can be
had. He is doing a lot of this work this
winter, although the word has gone
there

or

for

a

around that there is to be

j
I

public building legislation. But there will be such
legislation next year. Then Gov. Burleigh will be all ready to get a few items
for $50,000 or f75,000 or more, or
perhaps
less, into the law. Thus, by easy but sure i
Btages, be is bringing the government I
around to

erect

State.

many

no

buildings

in

the

Drafne** Cannot
Cured
by local applications. •»* they cannot roach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one way to cure deafnes*. and that i* by constitutional remedies. Deafness U caused by
an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining
of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is
inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed, Deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to ita normal condition, bearing will
be destroyed forever; nine eases out of ten
are caused by Catarrh, which is
nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY &. CO.. Toledo. O.
hold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

vides for more generous recognition of the
volunteer officers of the war, now on the
retired list. Gen. John C. Cobb, of Portland, haB recently been in town, in behalf
of such a measure, in which a number
of
Maine’s volunteer officers are interested.
Qov. Burleigh accompanied him much
ironnd the capitol, introduced him to
members, whose influence would be helpful, and otherwise did much to start that
hill along toward favorable
consideration.

Nowadays the governor is beginning to
pay some attention to the plans for the republican congressional campaign. The
House republican caucus the other evening unanimously designated him for anmember of the republican
songresaional committee, each state having one member of that body. Qov. Burleigh has served on that committee for a
number of years, and has become
closely

THE NULLIFICATION or THE •'t'NDAT
STATUTE OF THE STATE OF MAISL
HEKK was hunting and •*hootings*
on 8und»jr
nday in Cuniculous I’srk, Oct»•
1907. The State of Maine must
i. fIn the worn of ft.000 and i'
thousand dollars} for nulliticati'
"cloae lime" law. A like ani
:on of ti‘
paid to me for each aud every v
.1 the INDecalogue by the State of M.tint
erai government of the United >t»:eof Anw*
ica.
M*ir Catharum Fiuin visrty

TAKE NOTICE
penalty besides Msiiu
time is from #1.000 to #.V*0or tbirtra
months in state prison; Hunduy'.
»
#7,000 or fifteen months' ioaprisonnieBt,
each and every case of trespass in Cunicoy*
cus park from this date.
MaT C. Fagfi AcitH.
Aug. 21, 1907.

lawWorriJJ

THE

™

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Conleulocu- P*1*
aud prop*1*!
to
the stur
county
and the United States of America
Mauy C. Pmer.' ACStU*

trespass
demand protection
life
DO
from the
of Hancock,
not

Hmuermcnis.

Maine,

NEW GEM THEATRE
ELLSWORTH.

legal Notices.

^

Notice of Finn M.rlinc of Cr.-dliM*
In the District Court of the United ^tste*
the Hancock District of Maine
In the matter of
t
Asa Horn.kins A Hons Co.,
In Bankrupt*
)
Bankrupt.
(v.
To the creditors ol Asa Hodgkin* 4‘
of Eden, in the county of Hanco k *n

[

Watch this space every
for

Among proposed legislation for the benefit of the men who fought the Civil war
that Congressman Burleigh has been
favoring this winter is a bill w hich pro-

other term

March.

he sends

change

of

week!

pictures.

Pictures Wednesday and Thursday
The Pearl Fieher, beautifully
hand-colored.

An Old
The

Couple, a pretty story.
Maiquerade Party, a comedy.

Friday

and

Paul Revere’s

Saturday:

Midnight

trictaforeaaid, a bankrupt;
ia hereby given that on
February, a. d. 1**>. ,‘JfJS
Asa Hodgkins A Sons Co. was duly
0 jj»
bankrupt; and that the first meeting
g
creditors will be held at my °®ce*,.7iA

NOTICE
d.jr of
Main
aiain

»amr
KUswortn, Maine.
street, in Ellsworth,

day of March, a. d. 1908. at 2 o’clock
afternoon, at which time the said creai #
may attend, prove their claim-*. *PP®^|
trustee, examine the bankrupt
l"e*•
such other business
for. »id meeting.

propenXT^r**,

9utoitonil €«t5fi.
J. WALSH.

jgDMONlT

ATTORNEY

\
COUNSELOR

AND

Ride.

pictures.

may

Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 18. #908.

OJflcet,

Don’t miss these

as

AT LAW.

Firtt National

Bank BuV<UW

tiu.n.TB_Notice.
Pauper with
the City

as

POST CARDS

—

XXW
««*•

TSgjMyfWfft

XXGLAND VIEWS
Card. lc. rad
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I explain his sudden affluence, and no
one would ever dream of his
tran«gres

Harrigan. j
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Them was no uproar In the street,
of depositors
only the long. single tile
waiting patiently In the faint hope that
(he bank might operf Its doors and let
them present

nt the

window the checks

which they nervously fingered.
The scene I icing enacted under the
within the bnnk pregreat glass dome
sented a curious contrast to tbe almost
hopeless Inactivity outside. In the directors' rootu the bank examiner and
the president sat at the long table
scanning piles of collateral.
At the bookkeepers' desks the clerks
were helping the staff of accountants
to examine tbe huge ledgers, and In
the wire cages the assistant cashier
and his stnfT were counting over tbe
stacks of bills and the great hags of
coin. The cashier. Douglas, was not
those present
Harrigan looked op from his
desk as tbe assistant cashier. Mr. Waramong

Tim

ing, passed.
■T wish you’d count these,” he said.
"I've gone over it three times, and It
seems to be *200 short"
Waring stepped Into the cage and
the bills with practiced touch.
A second time be counted them and
then looked up.
-That Is Just what we are trying to
“For
find out.” he said to Harrigan.
months Douglas has been slipping one
It was
or two bills out of a package.
easier than falsifying the entries, and
as most of the money was cash reserve
the trick may have been going on for
It was when one of the packa year.
ages was paid out by mistake In Douglas’ absence that the first suspicion was
aroused. I asked him about it when
he came hack from lunch. He gave an
explanation, but when he did not come
nn over

down yesterday morning suspicion was
confirmed, and somehow tbe news got
out. and so tbe run started.”
“And a precious lot of work It Is
making.” said Harrigan crossly as he
thought of the hard labor of the night
before and of the broken engagement
to take Nell to the theater.
Waring
laughed knowingly.
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“There's every prospect of getting through tomorrow, and you can
take her to the show then.
Keep an
eye peeled for short packages and lay
them to one side.”
The assistant cashier passed on, and
Tim Ilurrlgnn bent to his work again
Outside a hand organ grinder had
drawn up at the curb to cheer the
waiting line with popular songs. Tim
gritted his teeth as the familiar strains
of “No Wedding Bells For Me” came
For a mothrough the ventilators.
ment he was half envious of the fleeing cashier.
Douglas bad taken plenty of money.
Twenty thousand from the previous
day's receipts were known to he gone.
What else was missing could be told
only when the auditing was accomplished. Twenty thousand! Just one
of those crisp hills would enable him
to get mnrrled and set up the little
home for which he longed.
He and
Nell were saving, hut their bank account grew with such pitiful slowness.
The hand organ changed its tune,
ami Bascom, In the next cage, laughed.
“There's your song, Tim," he said and
softly began to hum the words of the
chorus:
vised.

Tl-a double r-l-g-a-n spells Harrlgan.
I'm proud of all the Irish blood that's In
me.

Dlvll a word a man can say agin ye,
H-a double r-l-g-a-n ye see.

It's

that a shame
connected with,

a name

Harrlgan—that's

never

has been

me.

soon

the organ was pusneu on to
remunerative stands, but the
strains kept whirling through Tim’s
head.
It was a catchy air just then
popular in rtie vaudeville houses where
he and Nell sought their amusement,
and she delighted In singing It to him.
It brought to his mind a picture of
the parlor in the little flat where he
spout most of his eveulugs.
It was
clean and neat and had the aspect of a
home, but the tiny flat was small, and
the children overrun the place.
He
wanted his own home alone with Nell.
Just one of the crisp bills which Douglas had taken would have set them up
and have left u tidy balance besides.
Tim gritted his teeth at the thought,
lie counted the packages of bills mechanically. now and then throwing out
one in which the count was short.
He
had completed the count of the hundred dollar bills and was working on
the thousands now.
Here, too, he found discrepancies. It
"as as easy to slip a couple of these
hotes from a package of fifty as to abstract them from tire packages of a
more

lessor denomination.
Douglas'
had been absurdly simple in a
Tim

plan

way.
had not

wondered that others
thought of it. He might have done it
himself with little fear of detection.
He might do it now with absolute im-

punity.
The thought staggered him for an instant, and he leaned uncertainly
•gainst the side of the cage. On the
Polished counter before him were a
•core of packages from which bills
were missing.
What was to prevent

his slipping a couple of bills from a
Perfect package and toss it on the short
®ount pile?
It would be blamed on
Douglas. No one would ever suspect
One bill would enable him to marry
Neil and fit up a home such as they
had dared to dream of. It required
0D'y a single deft motion. He could
•lip the bills off the pile and into his
Pocket. The fiction of a legacy would

slon.
He was leaning against the wire
par
tltlon that separated him from liascorn's comparluieut, and the clerk
look
ed up.
“Tlr-'d out, Tim?" he asked
kindly.
“It’s a tough Job. I’ll he glad when It's
done. I’m as sick of money as a
girl
In a candy store Is of chocolates."
1 Im nodded, and Raseom went on
counting the rolls of gold coin, whistling softly ns he worked. Tim started
as the tune
caught his attention. It
was
"Ilarrlgan." and Buscom was
whistling the chorus:
H-a double r-l-g-a-n, you
It's a name that n shame
connected with.

see.
never

has been

Harrlgun—that's me.
Tint slipped ofT the high stool and
weut over to the water cooier.
The
Iced water reduced Ills fever, and he
went hack to the dull drudgery of the
count, bis momentary madness gone
He was proud of his name', lie never
could face Nell burdened with secret
knowledge of guilt; he never could
offer her a home that was bought with
stolen money.
The song had saved
him.
It was late In the afternoon when he
tabulated the results of his count and
took them to the president The gray
haired old man gave a sigh of relief as
he saw the total.
"It Is net os bad as I bad feared." be
said slowly, passing the memorandum
to the examiner. "Douglas hit us pretty bard, but be did not deal a deathblow."
“The bank will keep open?" cried
Tim, a smile Bpreading over his fare.
With the bank closed, marriage with
Nell seemed further away than ever.
“The bank will keep open," verified
the president “And that reminds me!
Mr. Waring Is to be promoted to the
position of cashier, and he has recommended you for his place as assistant
It will mean a raise of $300 a year.
Ton are married?"
Tim shook his head.
“Only engaged." he saldelmply. “But
with the raise I can afford to get mnrrled."
“Come to me If you want to borrow
money to set up housekeeping with,"
said the president kindly. “We want
our men to have hopes.
It steadies
them down."
An hour later a notice was posted on
the bank doors that the Institution
would resume payment In the morning.
BDd the Hue of watchers began to drift
The last were still lingering
away.
about as Tim Ilarrlgan came jauntily
down the steps and hurried up the
street with springy stride to bear Joyful news to Nell.
And as he strode
along the street the smile that played
about his lips gave place to a pucker,
and he whistled—
ii ■ a
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connected with,
Harrlgan- that's me.

WONDERFUL READERS.
Macaulay's Almoat 8upsrhuman Gift
For Absorbing Literature.
Here is an interesting list of tbe volread by Lord Macaulay in a i«erlod of tlilrteen months, durlug which
time be was also busied with bis odlclal duties as one of the members of
tbe supreme council of India. “I bare
read .Eschylus twice,” he writes a
umes

friend;

"Sophocles

twice,

Euripides

Pindar twice, Callimachus, Appollanius Ithodius, Quintus Calaber,
Theocritus twice, Herodotus, Thucydides, almost all Xenophon’s works, almost all Plato, Aristotle’s ‘Politics’ and
a good deal of his ’Organon,’ besides
dipping elsewhere In him; the whole of
‘Plutarch’s Lives,’ about half of Lucian, two or three books of Athenaeus,
Plautus twice, Terence twice, Lucreonce,

tius twice, Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius, Lucan, Statius, Sillus, Italleus,
Livy, Velleius Paterculus, Sallust, CaeI have indeed a
sar and lastly Cicero.
little Cicero left, but I shall tinlsh him
In a few days. 1 am now deep in Aristophanes and Lucian.”
Manifestly Macaulay uau an almost
superhuman gift for reading. Trevelyan said of him: "Macaulay's extraordinary faculty of assimilating printed
matter at first sight remained the same
through life. To the end he read books
faster than other people skimmed
them and skimmed them as fast as
any one else would turn the leaves.
And this sliced was not in his ease obtained at the expense of accuracy."
Balzac's ability to take In at a glance
half a dozen or more lines of a page is
a well known incident of literature,
and the Frenchman got all the meanings and the shades of meaning from
the page. Balzac was nor a systematic
reader and boasted that he never read
But he, too, had the
a book through.
power of •assimilating printed matter." M. Brunetiere says that Balzac's
capacity for absorbing knowledge as
well as learning is not to be judged at
all by the standards of ordinary men.
The same principle Incidentally Is the
sufficient answer to those who doubt
that Shakespeare wrote Shakespeare
because there is proof that he was
never a student.
Doubtless these who have been mentioned were exceptional readers, or,
rather, devourers of books. But their
example Is Interesting not because It
Is exceptional, but for the reason that
Industry In reading Is really not exceptional. The bibliographers attaching to meritorious works of history attest stupendous research—stupendous
to the man who Is content to merely
“do" the magazines. The learned person who occasionally advises that a
leading of Shakespeare and the Bible
“la enough" has doubtless himself
read wisely.
Even a cursory survey of the subject
convinces that reading and Its amount
depend upon one’s temperament and
habit and has nothing whatever to do
with time.—Kansas City Star.
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The Snow People.;;

[Original.]
A blizzard on the plains—I have
seen one; I never wish to see another.
All day that terrible whirl of snow. If
It had ceased occasionally to give the
brain a rest. It would not have been
so hard to bear, but It never ceased.
We saw only ourselves; there waa
nothing else to see but the boundless
plain, and that was shut from our
vision by the snow. We were prepared
for the storm, having wagoos. tents
and the wherewithal to make hot cof-

fee, and should have considered ourselves well off.
We would have been
bad It not lieen for that terrible, never
ceasing whirl.
The next morning the storm abated,
and we moved on.
About noon we

other payee
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NORTH SEDGWICK.
Alonzo Haslam has been quite ill for
week.

a

Mrs. M. L. El well has been qaite ill for
two weeks.
L M. Allen has been ill with rheumatism for several days.
Tnere

ing

preaching here Feb. 9, morn- j
evening, by Rev. G. Mayo, of

was

and

Ellsworth.

Mrs. Elizabeth

visiting her sister
turned

Pierce, who has been
at Sedgwick, has re-

home.

Miss Jennie Clough, of Bluehill, is visKing her mother, Mrs. Hattie Clough, at !
J. A. Colsson’s.
Miss Esther Allen, who has been in
Bluehill visiting school friends for a week,
returned Saturday.

Henry Carter is quite ill writh the grip, j
His little daughter Florence fell down
stairs Thursday and injured her back so 1
badly she cannot sit up.

u|mn a sight to freeze the marIn our bones—six heaps of snow,
Mrs. Hope Brown, with her two chil- 1
a body underneath each, the remains
who has been visiting her sister, |
dren,
of a campfire in the center.
We
Mrs. Myrtle Closson, several weeks, has ;
brushed the snow from the heaps and
gone to Brooklin to visit her mother.
uncovered five men and a woman.
Mrs. Brown’s health is much improved.
J
The woman was wrapped in all the
Feb.
17._ Rae. j
blankets that the party bad possessed.
BROOKSVILLE.
I put a pocket mirror to the mouth of
Mrs. Alice Perkins is keeping house for
each person, and the woman alone responded. showing a faint film on the Albion Closson.
Mrs. Nellie Joyce has been in Brooklin
glass. We poured whisky down her
throat and chafed her.
She opened visiting relatives.
Mrs. Della Cousins is having serious
her eyes and In a short time could
speak to us. but we waited till the trouble wiih her eyes.
Mrs. L. M. Roberts is still at Sonth
next day for her story:
I Brooksville, ill with the grip.
"We had horses and a wagon.
came
row

don't know where the horses are now.
When we saw the storm coming we
thought the first thing to do was to
get firewood, but since there was nono
we broke up the wagon.
"I don’t remember much of what happened. AH I know Is that now and
came to me with a
I closed my eyes to abut out
the whirling snow that was making
my brain sick, but they wouldn’t let
me keep them closed. They kept shak-

again my husband
blanket.

I saw
me to keep me awake.
them putting on the fire the pieces of
the wagon, but they used them spar-

is

James 8. Staples, of New London, Conn.,
visiting his old home here.

Business is dull at the Maine Lake Ice
Co.’s plant. They have not commenced !
£*
catting ice as yet.
Chrissie Gott, teacher in the primary
school at Danforth, is spending part of
her vacation with her sister, Mrs. Alice
Perkins.
Feb. 17.
A.
OCEANVILLE.
Cornelius Greenlaw is at home.

ing

Swallows.
The following story is told by a promilady of Northampton, Mass:
Many think that the common barn swallow has little, if gny,
intelligence. The
following true story will correct this im-

But

to common sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such,
But I calculate they don't assist an advertiser

pression.
When teaching i/i

much;
a small seaport town
And especially In winter, when the snow is OB
the ground,
young swkIIow, which
bad fallen from its nest, was brought into I wonder where your posters and your dodger*
the schoolroom by one of the pupils. The
can be found?
little thing was merely a tuft of down with But within the cosy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow,
I large mouth.
I took it home, fed and
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we
'ared for it until it grew to its normal
lize. The display of intelligence, as well
is affection for me ancl other members of
BORN.
Lhe family, well rewarded us for the time 1
ind care bestowed upon it.
CUSHMAN—At Ellsworth, Feb 17, to Mr and
Mrs Ralph B Cushman, a son. [James
The little fellow slept at night in a cage.
Temple.]
\t early morn the maid would open the i FERNALD—At Franklin, Feb 2, to Mr and
Mrs Elmer C Fernald, a son.
;age door and Dick would fly about in
GENTHNER—At Boston, Feb tS, to Mr and
luest of his friends. ‘Should our eyes reMrs Thomas E Genthner (born Mary K
ruse to open and Dick not be noticed, he
McFarland), a daughter.
would give us the gentlest peck for a re- GRAY—At Orland, Feb 13, to Mr and Mra
Edwin P Gray, a daughter.
minder that it was time to waken.
Dick SARGENT-At West
Sullivan, Feb 14, to Mr
was given the freedom of out-of-door life
and Mrs John A Sargent, a daughter.
luring the day with birds of his kind, SIMONTON—At Ellsworth, Feb 11, to Dr and
Mrs F F Simonton, a daughter.
which he enjoyed greatly. However, he
TATE—At Otis, Feb 8, to Mr and Mrs Grannever remained from home over two hours
ville Tate, a son.
it one time, often brought a flock with
him, stopped at the door and chatted a
DIRD.
jood-bye, then came to his cage.
A member of the family was superin- BALL—At Bucksport, Feb 12, Martin Ball,
aged 86 years.
tendent of iron mills about a quarter of a CURTIS-At Belfast
hospital, Feb 15, Misfc
Nellie Curtis, of Surry, aged 18 years, t
mile from the house. Dick located him
by
months, 15 days.
some unknown means, and often visited
DORR—At Bucksport Center, Feb 14, George
Montelle Dorr, aged 71 years.
him, refusing to notice or be caressed by
save
his
any person
Cranberry Isles, Feb 11. Mre
friend, but would GILLEY—At
Hattie E Gilley, aged 51 years, 3.months, 17
on
his
shoulder
and ride about the
alight
days.
works, apparently understanding the GROSS—At Stonington, Feb 11, James I Gross,
aged 18 years, 10 months, 17 days.
whole business.
HATCH-At Orland, Feb 13, Arthur D Hatch*
aged 41 years, 6 months, 18 dayB.
Entertaining with Stories.
LYNAM-At
Bar Harbor, Feb 12, Mary
Lucretia, widow of Enoch H Lynam, aged
A girl living in a neighborhood where
81 years, 6 months, 19 days.
there were many children discovered that
SMALLIDGE—At Winter Harbor, Feb 12,
her chief accomplishment consisted in
Miss Gladys Smallidge, aged 12 years.
Feb 13; Mrs Almena
telling stories. She called on the mothers URANN—At Franklin,
Urann,
aged 69 years, 11 months, 7 days.
of these little friends with the result that
WIGGIN-At Ellsworth (Bayside), Feb 15,
a story-hour was organized, in which she
Annie Estelle, wife of Fred E Wiggin, aged
30 years, 1 month.
both entertained and instructed ten to fifWOOD—At Newton, Mass, Feb 11, Snsan,
teen children eafch week with a carefully
widow of Edwin Wood, formerly of Surry.
selected series of stories—myths, histori- YOUNG—At Lamoine, Feb 17, Eunice, widow
cal facts, and simplified tales from our I of Isaiah Young, aged 92 years, 6 months.
oldest and best writers. Each child was j
atberttsttumw.
charged the modest sum of ten cents an
hour, which netted the story-teller a plea- j
Bant little sum, and'returned the mothers \
a sense of safety and satisfaction for the
expenditure.—The Circle.
in

Massachusetts,

a

\

Miss Alma Flagg, of Mil bridge, is visitat Seth Lufkin’s.

Is It Your
Own Hair?

CHURCH NOTES

ing

The school entertainment at the

BAPTIST.

church j
ingly.
Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.
was very good.
“Presently I saw a flock of white Thursday evening
Feb. 23— Morning service at
Sunday,
Hatch
and
wife
a
seemfor
and
It
around
George
wolves circling
gave
us,
party
10.30. Sermon by Rev. C. E. Owen, D. D.,
ed that the men were keeping up the Miss Bartlett, the gram mar school teacher,
of Waterville.
Sunday school at 11.45.
Are to prevent their closing in and de- Tuesday evening. Miss Bartlett finishes !
Christian Endeavor meeting at 7.
vouring us. Occasionally one of the her school work here this term.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
men would seize a firebrand and hurl
Schools closed Friday. Pupils not miss- I
CONGREGATIONAL.
It at a wolf. They were circling, al- ing a day for the term were: Arvilla, !
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
I Rena and Winnie Gross, IntJ
ways circling, to tire our brains.
Buckminster, I Sunday, Feb. 23— Morning service at
closed my eyes again, and when I Geneva Webb and Mortimer Wood in the |
grammar school : Catherine Morey, Ster- I 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Union seropened them the wolves were gone, ling
Gros9,Fred Harvey and Elwood Gross vice at 7.30 p. m. Address by Rev. C. E.
but something far more terrible had in the primary.
Owen, D. D., of Waterville.
taken their places. Snow people were
Feb. 10.
A.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
whirling where the wolves had whirlMETHODIST EPISCOPAL.
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
ed. Oh. how cold they looked out of
Rev. V. F. Hendee, pastor.
their dreadful eyes!
They Instead of
Ed. Beale arrived home last week from
Sunday, Feb. 26— Morning service at
the wolves were now trying to tire us. Boston.
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
"Every now and again one of the
!
Mrs. Ellen Perkins suffered a slight at 11.45. Junior league at 3.
would try to seize one shock last
snow people
Prayer meeting and bible study Friday
Tuesday, but is getting along as
of our men, but he would take up a well as could be
evening at 7.30.
expected.
firebrand, and that was enough. The
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
The
local merchants suffered
quite ,
I saw
snow
man would withdraw.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
when
the Nelson
McFarland
heavily
one of our men stagger away from the
Sunday, Feb. 23— Morning service at
a leak.
have
been obliged to
sprung
They
fire.
A snow woman took him nnd
j
haul the freight on the Joanna Durgain 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
pressed her Ups tight to his. Then from West Brooksville.
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.
she opened her arms, and he fell frozen
Praj’er meeting Friday evening at 7.
Town meeting time is drawing near and
stiff.
“After that the snow people circled there is every prospect of a lively contest
Corn Syrup Is The Correct Name.
I saw our men come nnd stand for some offices. The caucus called at
nearer.
An important question in the adminisaround me. You may think it was to Penobscot Saturday evening was set over

protect
drift.

people.

me

from

No; It

was

I

was

the

wind

and

the

keep off the snow
sitting by the fire, so
to

that the men Inclosed both me and the
fire. I fancied the snow people wanted me, for they were all looking at
me out of their icy eyes and beckoning
to me. There were four of our men
nround me, and each seized a firebrand
and advanced a few paces back to
The snow people could not
back.
stand the beat of the brands and fled
with a shrink.
"ao
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Feb. 19
Feb. 17.

as

there

were so

few

present.
C.

W.

H.

QUARRY.

Feb. 14 in

Henderson

in

is

bears

from

town

was

Do you pin your hat to your
hair? Can’t do If?
Haven’t enough hair? It must
be you do not know Ayer’s
Hair Vigor! Here’s an introduction ! May the acquaintance result in a heavy growth
of rich, thick, glossy hair!
Use this splendid hair-food,
stop your falling hair, and get
rid of your dandruff.

own

The best kind of a testimonial—
“Sold for over sixty years.’*
by J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell
Also menufeoturere of

AZuers
of

settled

public by SecreWilson, Courtelyou and Straus. It
the
upon
labelling of syrup. The

decision

a

decision made

follows

haven last week by the serious illness of
mother.

:

William Morris moved his house last
week

to

Wasgatt

lot

the

purchased

from

the

heirs.

Thomas Harkins has been confined to
house the past two weeks by a serious cut
on his foot received while cutting wood.
Feb. 17.
Pebble.
ATLANTIC.

syrup there is added a small percentage of
refiner’s syrup the mixture, in our judgment, is not misbranded if labelled ‘corn
syrup with cane flavor’ ”.

stomach, liver and

of

drug

Sidney Joyce arrived
his

Hebron,

wife,

home

last

where he had been

who is in the sanitarium

He found her much

week

to visit

there.

improved.

Feb. 15.

S.

SOUND.
William Sargent and wife recently visfriends in Surry.

ited

Several
en

cases

of

chicken-pox have brok-

out among the school children.

Miss Gertrude Blake, of Stonington, is
her sister, Mrs. Sidney Bracy.

visiting

Mrs. Charles Tracy and children, of Seal
Harbor, are visiting her parents, E. M.
Higgins and wife.
Feb. 17.
D.
BLUEHILL FALLS.

George Pert, of North Bluehill,
ing fogs for Harry Conary.

is

haul-

Horace Duffee and Mrs. Carrie Chatto
are ill.
Mrs. Joanna Conary, Mrs. Angie
Bray and Miss Susie Wood are out again.
Feb. 17.
Crumbs.

store.

pills.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

Catarrh Yields
To

Healing

Air

of

Hyomei.

Sold

Uuder Guarantee by G. A. Parcher.
Catarrh is the most prevalent disease known to humanity.
Probably
ninety per cent, of the people in this
country suffer at one time or another
with this common disease.
It is a germ disease and hence can
be cured only by some method that
will reach and destroy the germs.
This is best found in Hyomei, which
may be called the direct method of
catarrh, as its medication,
treating
taken in with the air you breathe,
goes directly to every air cell in the
nose, throat and lungs; kills all catarrhal germs; heals the irritated
mucous membrane and vitalizes the
tissues so as to render catarrh no

longer possible.
The unique way in which Hyomei is
sold should dispel all doubt as to its

curative properties, for G. A. Parcher
gives his absolute guarantee to refnnd
the price to any catarrh sufferer that
Hyomei fails to benefit. You do not
risk a cent in testing its healing
powers. What offer could be more
fair to yon than this, where a leading
druggist takes all the risk of Hyomei
giving satisfaction, and leaves you to
be the judge.

REMEMBER
.Lll
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CLARION.

so

atbrrtism.iitts.

Mrs. Alfred Staples is confined to her
with sciatic rheumatism.

from

THE—

nace—if it is

bed

A valentine party was held at Seaside
Feb. 14. An enjoyable time is reported. Proceeds are for the parsonage
fund.

bowels

Bangor, Me.

57 Main St.,

one can’t nelp feeling good when
perfectly
25c. at E. Q. Moore’s
he uses these

William Burns spent part of last week
at Deer Isle.

hall

C. L SM, D. D. S„

|
j

Keeping Open House.
Everybody is welcome when we feel
and
we feel that way only when our
good;
digestive organs are working properly.
l)r. King’s New Life Pills regulate the
action

Teeth^&OO^^^

That’s my price for as lifelike
and perfect-litting teeth as dental science can produce.
My
methods are surprisingly easy;
I fully guarantee all tny work.
Why not arrange for an appointment and let me advise you about
your teeth?

“We have

his

JLVX

U

XX

FED’K H. MOSES, Bar Harbor.

SAB5APAB1LLA.
PILLS.
CHEBBY PECTOBAL.

Very Best Set

given careful consideration to
Mrs. J. H. Macomber and daughter the labelling of the thick viscous syrup obtained by the incomplete hydrolysis of the j
Bernice spent Saturday at Ellsworth.
t arch of corn and composed essentially j
E. M. Cunningham and wife, of Surry,
of dextrose, maltose and extrine.
are visiting relatives and friends here.
“In our opinion it is lawful to label this
L. H. Harriman was called to Vinal- syrup as ‘corn syrup’, and if to the corn
Conway, N. H.

»

tho shriek that 1 closed my eyes and
put my hands to my cars. When I
looked again the men had lowered the
brands, and the snow people were
whirling more frantic than ever.
“A horrible old snow hag Ijeckoned
He
to one of the men, leering at him.
She seized him, and
went toward her.
I saw him whirled off up into the sky
Another woman saug a beautiful song
—no such heavenly melody have I ever
heard—fixing her eyes on one of the
He, too, sucmen who were left.
She
cumbed and went toward her.
folded him In an embrace, and I saw
that he had been frozen. Another of
our men went a short distance from
the fire to bring some spokes to burn
A snow man seized him, touched his
heart with his Icy finger, and he fell,
like the rest, without bending a joint.
“From this time the snow people seemed changed. They were no longer horrible. They were ltenutlful. The men's
apparel seemed to glisten like Icicles In
the sun; the women’s dresses trailed
far behind them, ench a myriad of
inowflakes. I saw now only one of our
He came to me and threw a
men.
blanket over me. He was my husband.
Then he stooped and kissed me. I saw
him soon after, standing by the fire.
Which was now nearly out. The snow
people were watching It, and I knew
that when the last ember died the end
would come. Nearer they came till I
could feel their breaths on my face,
though It seemed to rile that I had been
In a fever and they were cooling me.
Then I saw them gather around my
husband, and he fell Into their arms.
“This Is all I remember till I felt
something warm In my throat and,
opening my eyes, I saw you people
standing over me.”
It was plain that we had snatched
the woman from death by freezing.
We took her with us and eventually
gave her up to her friends. Whether
her brain recovered from the effects of
her dreadful experience I have never
learned.
F. A. MITCHEL.

tration of the pure food law

taries
HALL

posters ana your ads. upon tb*
fence,
aln*t
the
kind o* mediums that appeal*
they

“You talk about

nent

j

a

to meet every

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T.

BRUBAKER, Manager.

Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.
A convenient and homelike
while in the city shopping

place to stay

Aa excellent restaurant where
service combines with low prices.
Rooms Si 1.00 per

good

day and up.

The only moderate priced
tation and consequence in

hotel of repu-

PHILADELPHIA.
BU£WOBTH

Steam

Laundry and Bath Rooms.

-SO

PAT,

NO

WA8HII,"

AU kind, of laundry work done at abort notice.
Good* called tor and delivered

H. B. ESTEY A CO.#
WEST BHD

BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH Id

Moses Flowers’
and
and Fine FloralWork for any
every occasion

Open all the year round.

>

■*

COUNTY NEWS.

subscribers al 107
tht 217 post-offices in Hancock county.
the other paper* in the County com* MKRlCAN

bined do not reach

has

so

many.

not the only paper printed in
Mancock county, and has never claimed to
<fce, but it is the only paper that can prop
early be called a County paper; all th<
west are merely local papers. The circula■Sr~
The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
ekan that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

Noyes Bros,

Miss

Julia Guptitl, of Gouldsboro, is

Butler French and little

■daughter have moved to Oakland where
Mr. French is employed.
The many friends of Capt. Asa Dyer re-

An
was

noon

j

under masonic

Bar Harbor, where she bad lived for many
years. She leaves one brother-Judson L.
Welch, of Sorrento, and a son- Harry
Lynam, of i>ea9y & Lynam, of Bar Harbor,

Mrs. Julia A. West, widow of
j The boys’ club met with Stanwood Boyn3N. West, died of bronchitis and heart ton
Friday evening; being valentine’s day
trouble of several years’ continuance, at
the young ladies were invited. A short
the residence of her son, William A. West,
programme of music and reading was en-

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

County Xowb,

im

other page*

WINTER HARBOR.
J. H. Synder and wife, of Steuben,
in town this week visiting relatives.

were

Mrs. A. E. Small, who has been spendin Bangor, returned Fri-

ing a few days
day.

Mrs. Parker L. Davis, who suffered a
paralytic snook Sunday, is still in a critical condition.

last Friday, for the benefit
the village library association.
Although last Saturday night was rather
a bad night for the usual supper at Merritts hall, there was quite a number presIt was anent.
About |8 was taken.
nounced that Andrew Carnegie had presented the village library with a check for
$500. At the next supper, which will be
March 14, all are requested to be present,
as a business meeting is to be called at 8
o’clock.
L.
Feb. 17.

Grace Clark’s
of

Thursday.

Rev. Gideon Mayo, of Ellsworth, supjoyed. also games of various kinds. Dainty
Mrs. West was born at Franklin. Me.,
refreshments were served. All pronounced plied the pulpit of the Baptist church
And was the eldest and only daughter i
Sunday morning and evening.
it a very pleasant time.
<of five children of Sam uel P. and Sarah
H.
Feb. 17.
Mrs. Leslie Springer, of Lamoine, came
(Bragdon) Donnell. She remained at
nome tiU her marriage in 1850, and resided
Friday, called here to attend the funeral
/
NORTH
SULLIVAN.
in Franklin till her husband's death eight
of her niece. Miss Gladys Smallidge.
.yeara ago, wheh she came to Fitchburg to
Mfa. George Orr has been ill, but is
A rally of the Christian Endeavor socizeaide with her son. She was from early
life a member of the Baptist church at much improved.
eties of Winter Harbor and Goulds boro
.Franklin.
Mrs. Lillian Hopkins is slowly improv- will be held at the
Baptist church TuesBesides her son, she leaves two grand
also Mrs. Will B. BlaSsdell, both hav- |
day afternoon and evening.
children and two great-grandchildren, to ing,
serious
submitted
to
operations.
All of whom she was greatly attached, and ing
Addie, wife of Jabez My rick, died Tuesone brother,
who resides at Franklin.—
Mrs. Hattie Wooster and son Arno and day. after several
years of invalidism and
JPitchburg (Mats.) Sentinel.
John Springer attended the funeral of suffering. The funeral was held from her
their aunt, Mrs. Urann, Saturday, at home
Thursday, Rev. Mr. Keyes, of
EAST FRANKLIN.
•
Franklin.
Prospect Harbor, officiating.
Mrs. Percy Donnell and Mrs. Frank
The Golden Rule society was entertained
The concert and sociable at the Baptist
"Wentworth are ill.
Ella Havey.
last Wednesday by Mrs.
was largely
Miss Maggie Hardison is working for Next Wednesday Mrs. Archie Havey will vestry Wednesday evening
attended, and was a success both as reSirs. George Hooper.
entertain.
gards an interesting programme and also
Bartlett Stover has gone to Sugar Hill
The relatives and friends of Mrs. from a financial
standpoint. Proceeds, |22,
work
in
woods.
the
to
Almena Urann, of Franklin, learned with will
go to help purchase a church organ.
Miss Cassie Hooper is visiting her regret of her death, which occurred last
Miss Gladys Smallidge, the twelve-yearThursday at the home of her daughter,
brother, T. E. Hooper.
old daughter of H. G. Smallidge and wife,
Mrs. Harvard Hooper, who has been ill Mrs. Frank Abbott. She leaves besides
her daughter, two brothers—Ransom Bean, died Thursday, after an illness of several
lor a long time, is better.
of Stonington, and Edmund Bean, of this weeks. Nothing that medical skill or
The Methodist society gave a baked bean
and a large circle of friends. It loving hands could do was spared, but all
There was a place,
And cake supper Feb. 13.
be well said of her, a good woman of no avail. Miss Smallidge was an unmay
large attendance.
usually intelligent and industrious young
has gone to her reward.
Mrs. Loren Wentworth is very ill with
girl, and was a great favorite with her
Feb. 17.
M.
|
muscular rheumatism. Mr. Wentworth,
companions and friends. The funeral was
WEST SULLIVAN.
held at the Baptist church Sunday afterWho was working in Hancock, has been
called home.
Frank Parrent and Wesley Collins were noon, Rev. Gideon Mayo, of Ellsworth,
George Hooper, wife and seven children placed on trial in the supreme court at officiating. The casket was literally covWithin three Bangor last Thursday, charged with man- ered with a profusion of elegant flowers,
bave had scarlet fever.
weeks of the first one being taken, ail were slaughter in causing the death of Fred B. emblems of love from her many relatives,
Bunker, of Sullivan. Bunker and two also from members of the grange, Easteru
taken dow n.
Star and school. The bereaved family
were in Bangor Sept. 2 last,
George Hooper, whose family is ill with companions
and in the afternoon went to a road house have the heartfelt sympathy of all in their
scarlet fever, has been stopping with his
loss.
wife’s father, Mr. Sargent, since the in Veazie. Here Bunker, who was intoxi- great
Feb. 17.
E.
cated, created a disturbance and was
tamily has t>een ill.
ejected, being chased from the premises by
R.
Feb. 14.
WEST GOULDSBORO.
A
Parrent and Collins. A few hours later
his body was found upon the track near
Miss Nora Sargent, of South GouldsNORTH FRANKLIN.
the Bangor line, having been struck by an boro, has been visiting friends in the Pond
Mrs. Rath Lawrie is visiting her son,
electric car. After the evidence was all in, district.
Lawrie.
S.
S.
County Attorney Patten said the State
Mrs. E. S. Wood, who fell and strained
Miss June Wiliams is visiting relatives would abandom the
charge of man- the cofds of her ankle last week, is about
in Cherrytield.
slaughter, believing it had insufficient the same.
Miss Luta Smith, of West Franklin, is evidence to convict on that charge, and
^“Silases Ruth and Abbie Bragdon, of East
Edna
Clarke.
Miss
asked for a conviction for assault and
Yisiting
Sullivan, spent a few days of last week
Nathan Collar is at home from Winslow battery. The men were found guilty of with relatives here.
and
assault
battery.
tor a few days with his family.
Miss Olive A. Cushman, who is visiting
Mrs. Laura Butler is visiting her daughFoley's Orino Laxative is a new remedy, an at S. G. Wood’s, left Sunday for a week
in
Mrs.
East
brook.
laxatives of former years, with relatives in Steuben.
ter,
Guy Butler,
improvement on theor
as it does not
nauseate and is pleas- ,
Mrs. Dora Abbott was driving with her ant to take. Itgripe
is guaranteed. G. A. Pabcher.
There was a valentine party at Mrs.
children recently, when her horse began
to run and ran into a snowdrift, throwing
SfiberUfcaunts.
the occupants out and breaking the sleigh.
None was seriously hurt.
Feb. 17.
T.

|

_

_

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mrs. C. A. Moon is visiting friends in
Bar Harbor.

Is your

Mira Ruth Allen ably presided at the
«rgan for the evening service Sunday.

baby thin, weak, fretful ?

Dr. Henry Hawkins and wife, of Boston,
in town, having been called home by
the illness and death of Moses Hawkins.

There was a large gathering at the
funeral of Moses Hawkins, which was
field at his residence Wednesday afterThe Jumping Off Place.
“Consumption had me in its grasp; and
1 had almost reached the jumping "off
■dace when I was advised to try Dr. King’s
Slew Discovery; and I want to say right
now, it raved my life. Improvement
tiegan with the first bottle, and after taking one dozen bottles I was a well and
happy man again/' says George Moore, of
Grimesland, N. C. Asa remedy for coughs
and colds and healer of weak, sore lungs
and for preventing pneumonia New Discovery is supreme. 50c. and fi at E. G.
Moore's, %uggist. Trial bottle free.

Edith Orcutt, of Franklin, was a recent
Mrs. Reuben Williams'.

visitor at

Hazel Tracy, of Franklin, visited her
sister, Mrs. Josie Googins, last weak.
Miss Linnie Tracy visited her parents,
W. E. Tracy and wife, in Franklin last
week.

hall, Hancock, was a decided success. Excellent
music was furnished by Wallace <& Kelly's
orchestra, of Bar Harbor.
The

masquerade ball

at town

Master Merle Googins returned from
Franklin Tuesday with two large salmon
which he caught. The largest weighed
five and one-half pounds.
Feb. 17.
Non.
_•
WEST HANCOCK.
Freddie Lounder, of Hancock, is the
guest of James I. Dodge.
Mrs. Blanch Smith Mosher, of Weeks
Mills, is visiting friends here.

Lamson. at

him.

Mr*. Charles Stanley, ol
Mark i9UM
Tuesday for a few weeks' visit
her (laughter, Mrs. Leslie Rich.

ejj

came

The ladies' aid sewing
circle
Wednesday afternoon with Mr,.
Holden. Refreshments were
served.
Mrs. Mary A. Johnson
returned t«m
Portland Saturday. She has »,nee
been°
confined to the house with the
grip 0,1
(,ut *
better.
Miss

Mabel

llodgdon,

Make

him

a

Scott's

Emulsion

baby.
Scott’s Emuls/on is Cod Liver Oil
and

Hypophosphites prepared
easily digested by little folks.

so

that it is

Consequently the baby that is fed on
Scott’s Emulsion is a sturdy, rosycheeked little fellow full of health and vigor.
ALI

DRUGGISTS: 60c. AND $1.00.

DEER

ISLE.

The Castine basketball team, scheduled
to play the Deer Isles Wednesday evening, did not turn up.
E. C. Woodworth has rented the store

formerly occupied by Dr. Ferguson, and
has started a confectionery store.
Schools closed Friday after a successful
reports come in from all our
schools. This speaks well for
Supt. Coombs, management.
The leap-year ball given Wednesday
evening was attended by young and old,
and everybody pronounced it the moat enjoy able entertainment of the winter.
Good

seventeen

Miss Kills Staples closed her school in
Shakespeare district after one of
the most successful terms in the history
of the school, and left for her home at
Atlantic.
the

Kidder Greenlaw died at the home of
daughter, Mrs. George Greenlaw,
Tuesday morning, after an illness of some
months. His age was seventy years. He
was a well known citizen, and will be
greatly missed. Funeral services were
held at his home Friday afternoon, Rev.
L. M. Bos worth officiating.
Feb. 10.
Rex.

nard.

Emily Lawton returned home Satuniir
after an extended viait with relatives
New London, Conn.
Feb-17-

REACH.

absence of two weeks at Northeast Harbor.
Mrs. Clara

J. Johnston has commenced to haul
his ice.
8.

8. J. Johnston and wile were in Bangor
last Tuesday and Wednesday.
C. A. Penney has gone to Bangor to
visit his son and other relatives.
W. H. Phillips is confined to the house
by lameness caused by enlarged veins.
Mrs. Arthur Crabtree’s brother, Harry
De Young, of Halifax, is visiting her.
Joe Tuffts and wife and Mrs. Arthur
Lounder have returned from Boston. Mrs.
Lounder will remain with her mother the
rest of the winter.
Feb. 17.
E.

days with

Kb.

____

MOUNT DESERT.
William Somes has been ill

with is,

Mrs. J. 8. Heath is ill with
pneumonia

her

Holden is spending a few
sister, Mrs. Lydia Greene,

she will soon

re-

Miss M. Koch occupied the pulpit bunday morning, delivering an interesting
sermon.

Miss Kathleen Richardson, who tor tbs
past three weeks has been at Seal Harbor
visiting her sister, Mrs. Arthur Clement,
has returned home.
The dsnee at

Masonic

evening under the auspices

hall
of the

Tuesday

"3. S'
Wallace A Kelly plajed.
Ice-cream and cake were served. A g«*j
a

t-me

success.

was

proclaimed by

all.

Feb.17-

Rex

SOUTH

GO U LD6BORO.

A. B. Holt and wife, who ere spending
winter in Lamoine, were recent guests
here.

the

Elliott Sperry, who recently went
Boeton, bar returned home on account

to
of

Ulneee.
The entertainment and lunch given it
the chnrch veetry Tneaday tretnnj wait
■uoceea.

Proceeds, fZl.

Mine Carrie Bickford has returned trots
Bangor, where she has been attending
Sbaw’a buainesa college.
C. T. Hooper who had hi* shoulder dislocated by the rocker-bolt breaking it
bis wagon, it able to get around again.
Feb. 17.
D.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs. Edgar Springer visited relative*
Bar Harbor last week.
E.

tl

E. McFarland and wife entertained

Harmony club at
last Thursday evening.

the

a

valentine

parte

Funeral services of Miss Harriet Anderson, who died Feb.
day at the home of

William F. Annis, of Deer Isle, is visiting his parents.
Ralph Torrey visited his grandmother.
Mrs. Ralph Moore and daughter Helen, Mrs. Benjamin Cole, last week.
of Holden, were recent guests of Sherman
Miss Eliza Torrey, of North Deer Isle,
McFarland and wife.
called on friends here Monday.
Mrs. Carrie Achorn, of Portland, has
Stedman Torrey has purchased a valubeen visiting her sister, Mrs. Sherman Mc- able horse of parties at South Deer Isle.
the
week.
Farland,
past
Moody Eaton has arrived home after an
Sumac.

Kb.

cloeed to-day after a
succeantji
term Uught by Miss Virgie
Howe, of Be-,

his

HANCOCK POINT.

has bee

School

was

Melville J. Smith, who is employed by
the Maine Central railroad, is at home for
a vacation.

Feb. 13.

who

employed at the home of M. R. Rich fes
Tuesday for an eitended visit ’wJl
relatives at Northeast Harbor and
Rock light station.

grip.

relatives was present. Mr. Stinson came
from a family of twelve children, and in
Mrs. Stinson’s family there were eleven
children. This couple have no children of
their own, but one daughter by adoption.
The presents to this couple were numerous
and costly.
Ice-cream and cake were
served. All wished “Uncle Jake” and
“Aunt Raine” many happy anniversaries.
Feb. 17.
Nihil.

term.

BU|«*

___

Mrs. Lena Foren, who has been seriously
ill with typhoid fever, is much improved.

11,

were

held Wednes-

Mrs. Nelson Young.
Mrs. E. E. McFarland bas gone to Melrose, Mass., to viait her daughter, Mrs.
George Haskins. She was accompanied
by her granddaughter, Miss Frances Salis-

bury.
Feb. 17.
DEDHAM.
Mrs. Nancy BurriU is visiting her son,
H. P. BurriU.
C. C. Ckmber, of North Ellsworth, Us;
Monday visited his mother, Mrs. C. J.

Camber, who is iU.
Deer Isle.
Guy, Harold and Clifford BurriU reGreeley Small, jr., and wife, of West
cently visited their brother Leslie, *li>
were
of
Fred
Stonington,
Eaton is a student at the Maine Central institute
guests
at

and

wife this w*eek.

at

who is spending the
winter with his son, S. S. Foster, at Neponset, Mass., spent a week at his home
here recently.
Charles

Foster,

Miss Mary Knight, who accepted a position as teacher at Fajardo, Porto Rico,
has been obliged to resign on account of
poor health. She arrived home Wednes-

day.
Feb. 14.

l.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.

MARLBORO.

Pittsfield.
Feb. 15.

B.

He Understood.
recent financial flurry > Be."
man farmer went to the hank for sots*
»'*•
money. Ho was told that the bank
not paying oat money, but was using
cashier’s checks.
He could not under
stand thia, and insisted on money. Tse
officers took him in hand, one at a tin*>
with little effect.
Finally the president
tried his hand, and after a long and minute
explanation some intelligence of the situ*tion seemed to be daw-mng on the farmer*

During the

Miss Lucy E. Robbins, of Stonington, is
visiting relatives here.
mind.
poorly.
George Bryant, of Prospect Harbor, is
Finally the president said, “You underMaynard Ford, who has had the grip, is visiting his parents, Jacob
and
Bryant
stand now folly how it is, Hans, don#
out again
wife.
you?”
Mrs. Ransom Hodgkins, who had a
The entertainment given
*
Friday even“Yea,” said Hans, “! tink I do. It
shock last
Wednesday, 1b quite com- ing, Feb. 7, by the
*•
was a success.
up
children,
vakes
aindt
it?
Ven
dis,
baby
my
fortable.
» nui*'
him
and
I
vants
night
gil
milk,
Mistake Corrected.
There was a valentine
at
Nahum Hodgkins and

Woodbury Bowden’s Feb.
good time.

wife

are

very

Mrs.
party
All report a

11.

Feb. 17.

invol-

-jure

NORTH HANCOCK.

cut..

who has ^
very Ilf, are glad to see him oat
again
L. J. Norwood, with h.s
crew, i, ctm.
ice on the mill pond for T.
W j u
ackso*
and Uuy
Uuy Parker.

Jacob Stinson and wife celebrated their

|
William

Mrs. Georgia Lynam is reported as ill at
the home of Mira Eunice Simpson in Newton, Mass.

wood for Fred J. Rich.
Friends of Sidney

golden wedding anniversary Saturday Her many friends hope
! evening. A large company of friends and cover.

B.

day

visiting

present.

auspices. The floral
offerings were profuse and beautiful.
The remains of Mrs. Mary L. Lynam,
neighbor, and sadly so by her daughter,
Mrs. Frank Abbott, with whom she lived. widow of Enoch H. Lynam, were brought
The afflicted family have the sympathy of to Sullivan on Saturday for burial, from

one

are

have
The fair maids of Stonington
organized a leap year whist club, and each
invites a young man to accompany her.
They held a banquet at Hotel Stonington
on Friday evening.
About thirty were

Mrs. Almena Urann died Thursday. Funeral services were held Saturday afternoon at the Methodist church, Rev. Harry
Lee officiating. His remarks were applicable to the Christian life of this highly
Her
townswoman.
esteemed
helpful
cheerfulness will be missed by friend and

an

TREMONT.
Henry Burrill, of Seal Cove, t,

Feb lS'

companied

hundred ot them, and the fun began when
the competitors for prizes began an accounting of stock. Lloyd Blaisdell and
Miss Edna Donnell were the successful
contestants.

The village blacksmith took
untary bath in the mill pond
Yrhile cutting ice.

I

Know^

Rich,

William Woodcock, who was on the
schooner Frances Hyde when she was
wrecked and towed to Bermuda, arrived
home Sunday morning. John Dotton ac-

hearts of every hue and various sizes looped
about the vestry, between six and seven

OBITUARY.

All are

TfTf

hope for her retnrn

Feb. 14.

the bite.

gret his continued illness, also that of Dr
H. H. Homer and John Pherson.

nil.
Feb. 17.

visiting in

at the

relatives in town.

The valentine party was a success.
interesting feature of decoration

Soneet,

in

Ralph Moody Thurlow, night operator
central telephone office, has gone to
Hurricane for a few days.
Juanita chapter conferred the O. E. S.
degrees on three candidates Feb. 13.
Music and addresses were in order, after
which a banquet was served.
Dorothy, daughter of Mrs. 8. W. Fifleld,
was badly bitten by a dog owned by an
Italian. Dr. Noyes cauterized the wound,
and it is hoped no trouble will result from

stories looms

the hill.

Grace

are

Dr. B. L. Noyes and family
I)r. Noyes’ sister, Mrs. Fred
Rockland.

Eugene Bunker, wife and little daughler, of Kingman, arrived Saturday for a
short visit.
Mrs.

visiting

throp.

Mrs. Emma Morgan returned from Ellsworth Saturday.

Visiting

are

The J. C* Rodgers quarry has closed down
for a few weeks.
E. E. Grindle and wife are visiting thei*
daughter, Mrs. F. T. Simpson, at Win-

cock.
biock of three

School cloeed Feb. 7.

grocery

new

a

~~

*

manner.

of the teacher, Mi,,
lhe_ praiae and
ol

Vinalhaven.

Mrs. Lottie Gay is at home from Han-

Spague

open

Harry French and wife
Thomaston.
James Coombs and wife

FRANKLIN.

on

will

pleasing

store soon.
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STONINGTON.

The Ameri-

can is

fiigh

Omnty New

tor additional

The children took their
parts in

Abe.
TRENTON.

Correct the mistake of risking
pneumoni
neglecting a cough or cold when Foley
Honey and Tar will not only stop your cou'g
but expel the cold from your system.
Foley
Honey and Tar contains no opiates and is tk
best and safest throat and
lung remedy. Q.

ticket.”

by

Pahchek.

Mrs. Ophelia Butler, of Ellsworth, was
a week-end guest of Alex. Pirie and wife.
Mrs. Ernest T. Leland and little
daughter Sylvia were guests of Mrs. W. M.
Hopkins this week.

f*
runs you down—makes
Hurd*1
easy victim for organic
<*
Blood Bitters puriSea the blood-cores
cause—builds you up.—*4drf.

Impure blood

au

KINEO RANGES

The townspeople were pained to learn
of the death of Mrs. Caroline
Higgins,
which occurred at the home of her
daughter at Lamoine. Mrs. Higgins was loved
and respected by all.
Feb. 17.
May.

are

known

everywhere

f°r

theirdurability and efficiency
The number of sales in t*”’

__

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Hannah Carlisle, who is
employed
at Ellsworth, spent
Sunday with her
parents, Mr. Christie and wife.
Capt. A. B. Holt joined a party on Wednesday of last week, and went to Eastbrook to Camp Jellison for two
days,
returning F-iday with som. fine fish from
Molasses pond.
Feb. 17.
Y.

territory

testifies

to

merit.

Buy
F.

B.

AIKEN,

one

and be

convinces

Agent,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

NOYE8 & NUTTER

Mfg. Co.

Bangor, Maine-

detain of Min Nellie

COLTNl*

f^ltoUHona

Pew* E«w*

I

***

Curtin.

She

wan

a

dearly loved teacher, and was preparing
herself lor higher
neefnlneaa.
The
etricken family has the deep eympathy of

srtee W

UOUNTY news.
r

T

additional Oomi v Nmn.

m

ether f>«.

norths and Harold, were ill with mumps
and pleuro-pneumonia. Mr. Kent moved
his family from here about three years ago

to Cambridge, Mass., where he has a
poCA8T1NE.
BLUKHILL.
all.
sition at Harvard college.
of
I*
th*
8.
U.
guest
N.,
D. M. Stover is ill.
John Saunders, one of our aged veterana
Willi*!" Elliott,
The storm Feb. 1 did quite a lot of
Mclnlire.
who la spending the winter at Togne,
Mn. J. H. Morse, who has been ill (or damage on Mt. Desert Rock.
jliH Dor*
A letter
who ha* been visit- writes glowing letters
some
Dickson,
is
Bert
weeks, Improving.
from the first assistant, C. H. Newman, to
describing the
Mr,
home.
returned
ha*
home
and
the
There
is
Rockland,
grounds.
quite a
Quite a quantity of logs had been landed his mother, Mrs. Amos Newman, says the
in? in
and wife, of Ellsworth, collection of animals at the park, and at E. W. Mayo’s mill yard before the washhouse was lifted and blown against
* K Dcvereox
cattle
are
wife.
an
and
his door so close he could just open his
interesting sight to a farmer thaw.
of B. D. Perkin*
ue quests

aoldter.

of the town will hold a
The young ladie*
ball at Emerson hall Wednesday
P vear
Music by Monaghan’* orcheatra.
has been in town for
Parker Fuller, who
last week to hi*
short time, returned

Members of the family of Chpt. S. J.
Treworgy, all of whom have been 111, are
better. Mrs. Sophia Hutchins, the aged
mother, la still feeble, bnt improving.
Oapt. 8. M. Tlaworgy, a eon and brother,
has been caring for them. Harvey has
returned to echool at Blnehill after two
weeks’ absence.
Feb. 17.
C.

evening.
,

home in

Rockland.

former Methodist pastor
Uev A. E. Luce,
now located In Belfast, (pent a
here and
last weak.
short time her*
at Emerson
The drama Saturday evening
of the B class of the
benefit
the
tor
hell
school wa», notwithstanding th*

attended.
storm, well
wife have reOeorge Patterson and
where they
turned from Hanover, N. H.,
death of Mr. Patterwere called by th*
They left eg&ln tbl* morn,,,0 ■„ mother.
for Bangor to attend the meeting* of
the Congregational convention.

not

are

Hev. W. H. Dunham has been to Booth
Brookaville assisting Bev. A. B. Carter in
revival meetings the past week.

ing

The selectmen have been bnay the last
week settling np the accounts'of the
town and getting ont the towh reports, which, according to a vote of the
town, are to be mailed to the taxpayers
before town meeting.

The evangelistic services which have
for the past two weeks
been held nightly
church have been well
it the Methodist
attended. During the past week th* pastor
of
has been insisted by Evanglist Hofstead,
of Boston,
Sew York, and C. w. English,
who ha* charge of the singing.

News was received Saturday of the death
of Mias Nellie Curtis, daughter of Abijah
and Urania Curtis, of tbia village.
Miss
The death of Mi** Cortia, of Surry, who Curtis was a student at Caetlne normal
had been attending normal school here, echool. She was taken with appendicitis
and who w»s taken on Friday to Belfast about a week ago, and was taken to the
ha* cast hospital in Bellaat for an operation. She
for an operation for appendicitis,
Mia* Curtis lived but a few hours after the operation.
w hole school.
a gloom on the
schoolmates for bar Her remains were brought home Sunday
was beloved by *11 her
kindly disposition and attractive person- and funeral services^rere held Monday,
w«» a shock to them
Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiating.
ality, and her death

NORTH CA8TINK.

Marion leach, ol Weal Penobscot, is
Eaton.
employed by James Hatch.
baa
E.
Blodgett
recently purCapt. J
chased a wood lot ol W. H. Hooper, ol
M:sa

Sadie

Castine.

Mrs. V. D. Smith’s.

ing

Mis* Maggie Hotcbina, of Penobscot, is
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Ears Con-

\

Mrs. E. C. Barrett and Mn. F. P. Merrill.

The roll call and annual mesMag of the
church will be
hsM
Wednesday, Feb. 18. A picnic supper Win
be served and a social and business masting will follow In the evening.

Congregational

Mias Kthel Hutchins,
Penobscot,
visiting her cousin, Miss Esther
Steele.
Mrs. Amber Smith, of Bucksport, with

!

ber son, is visiting her
kins and wife.

i

been

at

PFFTITY MARSH.

Carver, of

Seal

Amos Per-

J. Billings, wbo has been seriously ill at the home of ber daughter, Mrs.
Nellie Hutchins, is improving.
the

cottage near Morse’s cove, and
also a wood lot of Ueorge M. Warren, of
Castine.
Feb. 17.
h.
!
Woodbine

Hollis M.
at Bar

Smith, who has employment

Harbor,

is at home

on a

in

RESOLUTION'S.

port and Belfast.
Brooks J. Grindle, who underwent an
operation in Belfast, is now with his uncle,
F. V. Grindle, at destine.
There was no service at the Congregational church Sunday, the pastor, Bee. A.
C. Hunt, being in Bangor attending the
services of convocation week.

vacation.

reas, The angel of death has entered
council. D. of L., and taken a beloved
brother. It is with feelings mingled with confidence in an all-wise providence that we
herewith present a few words of tiibute to
the memory of Brother Frank Grindle. who
has finished his allotted task. The chapter of
his earthly sojourn is closed.
Let us cherish
his memory and emulate his virtues; therefore be it

our

last

Tuesday doing

from

some

carpenter

vis-

Mrs. A. J. Babbidge,
iting her parents, E. N. Moore and wife,
returned to Bar Harbor Tuesday.
Chips.
Feb. 14.

The Willard W. C. T. U. will hold the
annual commemorative meeting at the
Methodist church Sunday evening, Feb.
23. The “Y’a” will assist in the pro-

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

BUCKSPORT CENTER.
at his home
He had been ill for about
here
two weeks with pneumonia which resulted
in his death. He was seventy-one years of
age, and leaves a wife and two daughters
Mrs. Arthur Gillen, of Bucksport, and
Miss Dorr, of Massachusetts. Mr. Dorr
was a kind friend and neighbor and a man
who will be greatly missed in the home

GeorgfcMontelle Dorr died

Frida^.

Simon Flood, our oldest citizen, was
very in ia8t wee|^ but |B better.'
Nathan Foster and family are spending
with Mrs. Foster’s parents, Capt
C.. Johnson and wife.

—

J,

Byron Chatto is

at home from Lynn,
where he has been with the General
leotric Co. for two and one-half years.
The community was saddened
the
a89,

and

son

6.A

^VacHBa^^t

tiemen?*

Ambrose Springer, late of Franklin, tosadd
hoi sseransr
county, deceased. First aad final
aosonntar
Oniss Springer, executor, filed for
foriaetllciwb
If
to said
Mary B. Hinckley, tote of Eden,
ooonty, deceased. First accoua
uatsof loml.
Higgins, executor, filed for settlement.
Aloi
lonio Colby, tote of Bucksport, to said
county, deceased. Second and final aeouuak
of Henry F. Andrews, trustee, filed for nettle
--

meat.
Dauiel H. EpM, lata of Ellsworth, fmsntd
county, deceased. Petition filed by HenapA*
Bppes. administrator, for license to selicer*
tain real estate of said deceased, as doaoriM
In said petition.
Hattie E. Daria, late of 8orry, in eat# wuu*
ty, deceaaed. Petition filed by Alice H-ttaetu.
administratrix, for license to sell certaimreas
'mveaa
estate of said deceased, as described IumM

positive guarantee
that if it does not give satisthe

faction we will return the
entire amount of money paid
us for it. We mean this—
and ask all those who are
sick and need strength to try
it with this understanding.

PARCHER, Druggist,

G. A.

Ellsworth, naine.

A Sensation.
marvelous
curative
properties of
and
Tar has proven a sensation
Foley's Honey
in many cases of severe coughs and colds that
had refused to yield to other treatment.
Foley's Honey ana Tar will stop your cough,
heal the lungs and expel the cold from your
A.
system.e a.Contains no harmful drugs. U.
Parch
The

1

earn

if

Illmrti Lm aoi BiMiiiM
A NEW SERIES
Is

now

open.

born to

was

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin

Last Thursday Thomas Jackson’s horse,
driven by the younger son, fell, throwing
out the driver but fortunately without
serious injury. The horse was severely

Sham, II each; monthly pay
menu, II per than.

reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are uow paying tor
rent, and In about ten years you

For

and wife have lately
into their home a nine-year-old girl
from the Belfast children’s home. Little

Henry Trundy

taken

Gladys

seems

to her

new’

friends.

Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 11, the Congregational sewing circle met with Mrs. Eliza
Robinson. The members were glad of this
opportunity to renew friendship with Mrs.
Oscar Morrison, recently moved here from
Bar Harbor, who in her girlhood days as
Jennie Savage lived here. Earl Morrison,
the only son, is attending the Maine
Central institute

in

Pittsfield.

The stirring drama, “On the Little Big
Horn,” was presented to a full house at
Masonic hall Friday evening, and proved
successful not only in the excellent way
in which the parts were carried, but also
financially. The affair was in charge of
1
an efficient committee from the Kebekah
; lodge. The specialties between the acts
I were all good and the local hits by the
| funny man were mirth provoking. Joy’s
! orchestra

furnished music.

supper followed.
Feb. 17.

A dance and
Spray.

SEAWALL.
Mrs. Mira Tripp, formerly Nira Newman,
of Mariaville, is visiting her aunt, Mrs.

Sperling.
Capi. Samuel Moore returned from his
visit to Libby island Wednesday. His
granddaughter, Mrs. Lucy Kent, came

particulars Inquire «t
O. W. Taviey. Sec’y,
First Xat'l Bank Bldg.

A. tv. Kim:. President.

Insurance &tatrmmis.

quiet, good-mannered

a

child, and has already endeared herself

OMMiilKCIAL UNION ASSURANCE
CO. Iatd.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1907.
$ 888.000 00
Real estate,
23.000 (0
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and ionds,
4,596,222 58
377.280 07
Cash in office and bank.
803,877 91
Agents'balances,
10,988 83
Bills receivable.
77,12151
Interest and rents,
6,292 37
All other assets,
C

Gross assets.
Pednct items not

admitted,

$8,744,997 C
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1917.
$1,170,772 10
Net unpaid losses,
3,181,598 84
Unearned premiums,
205,772 41
All other liabilities,
1,886,854 18
Surplus over all liabilities,
$6,744,997
Total liabilities and surplus,
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent,
ELLSWORTH. ME.

Not

Lord

one

thousand

copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
Henry L.

Rowe, of Aurwra*
WHEREAS,
county of Hancock, and State oC
tbe fourteenth
Maine, did

on
day of Novaber, a. d. 1885. bv hie mortgage deed of tfcsfc
date, acknowledged November 14, a. d. 1“
and recorded m vol. 90S, page 813, of the
iatry of deeds for Hancock ounty, Maine*.
convey in mortgage to Nellie E. Dunham*
of Amherst, county and State aforesaid, thefollowing described real estate, viz.:

nine hundred and

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament
and cocicfl thereto of
ALEXANDER MAITLAND,
late of the city, county, and State of New
York, deceased, and of the probate thereof in
the said state of New York, duly exemplified,
having been presented to the Judge of probate for our said county of Hancock lor the
purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded
in the
probate court of our said county of
Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in tne Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the third day of March
a. d. 1908, that they may appear at a probate court then to he held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest: T. F. Mahoney, Register.

Five certain lots of wild land situated fra

Aurora, aforesaid, and being lots numbered
thirty-two (821. thirty-three (38), ninety-owe
j (91), fifteen (15), and nineteen (19), on
the plaia
of said town, said lots ninety-one and nine* teen
being conveyed in this mortgage, howto
such
ever, subject
exceptions, reservations!

1

and incumbrances as are stated in deed H. M.
Hall et als. to said Rowe dated Sept. 17, 1886,.
recorded in the registiy of deeds for said
Hancock county, in vol. 201, page 388, to wbietfr
reference is hereby made for description of
same, to be incorporated herein as and for

special description.
And whereas, thereafter on tbe nintb day
j of Decembers, d. 1887. the said Nellie E. Dunham, by her assignment of that date, recorded

December 19, 1887, in vol. 222, page 584, of tbwregistry of deeds for said Hancock county*
Maine, did sell, assign, transfer and convoy
said mortgage deed and the note debt, and
claim thereby secured to Julia A. Giles, of
STATE OF MAINE.
Aurora. Hancock county, Maine, to which asHancock ss.—At a probate court held at signment and the record thereof reference is.
Bueksport, in and for said county of Hancock, here made.
on the tenth dav of February, in the year of
And whereas, thereafter, on the thirteenth
nine hundred and
our Lord one thousand
of November, a. d. 1905, the said Julia A.
day
'lei by her assignment of that date, recorded
eight, being an adjourned session of the Feb- Giles
ruary a. d. 1908. term of said court.
4, a. d. 1907, in voi. 442, page 275. of
September
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be ! said Hancock county registry of deeds, did
a copy of the last will and testament of
sell, assign, transfer and convey said mortEDWARD O. GARDINER, late of BOSTON, gage deed. aDd tbe note, debt and claim
secured to Sarah £. Rowe, of said
in the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth thereby to which
Aurora,
and the record
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the pro- thereof reference isassignment
here made.
bate thereof in said Commonwealth of MassaAnd whereas, the condition of said mortchusetts, duly authenticated, having been gage is broken and now remains broken and
presented to the judge of prooate for our said unperformed, now therefore, 1 the said Sarah
county of Hancock for the purpose of being E. ttowe being the holder and owner of mid
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
mortgage by assignment as aforesaid, do
court of our said county of Hancock.
hereby claim a foreclosure of said
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to for breach of the condition thereofmortgage
and do
all persons interested therein, by publishing
hereby give this notice of my intention to
a copy of this order three weeks successively
foreclose avid
for breach of the conis the Ellsworth American, a newspaper dition tuereof.mortgage
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of HanDatis this eleventh day of February, a. d.
cock, prior to the third day of March 1908.
Sabah E. Rows.
d.
a.
1908, th*t
they may appear at
a probate coart then to oe held at Ellsworth,
subscriber
in and for said ooonty of Hancock, at ten
hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrao’clock in the forenoon, and sbow cause, if
tor of the estate of
same.
the
have,
they
against
any
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
ELIZABETH F. HOMER, late of BUCKSA true copy of the original order.
PORT,
Attest:—T. F. Mahon by. Register.
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as tbe law directs. All perSTATE OF MAINE.
sons having demands
against the estate
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at of said
deceased are desired to present
Bucksport, in and for said county of Hancock, the same for settlement, and all indebted
on tbe fourth day of February, m the year of
thereto are requested to make payment imhundred and
our Lord one thousand nine
Frederick T. Homes.
mediately.
e*ght.
Bncksport, Feb. 10, 1906.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
the last will and testament and one codisubscriber hereby gives notice that
Cli°
he has been duly appointed executor
MARY H PIKE, late of CALAI«.
of th*» last will and testament of
in tbe county of Washington, deceased, hav
CORDELIA S. GILLEY, late of SOUTHing been presented for probate in this county
WEST HARBOR.
of Hancock, tbe judge of probate for said
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
county of Washington, being interested in
being required by the terms of said will.
said estate in a sum not less than one hundred
All persons having demands sgainst the esdollars.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
Ordered. That nonce thereof be given to
tbe same for settlement, and all indebted
all persons interested, by causing a copy of
hereto are requested to make payrnei t imthree
to
be
weeks
this order
sucpublished
Pbdrick D. Giulky.
rnertiately.
cessively ;n the Calais Advertiser, a newspaMount Desert, Feb 8, 1908.
t
in
said
at
Calais,
of
county
publishe
per
subscriber hereby gives
Washington, and in the Ellsworth American,
notice that
a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in said
JL he has been duly appointed executor of
county ot Hancock, prior to the third day of ! the last will and testament of
t
that
March, a. d. lfcOH.
bey may appear at a ELVIRA L JORDAN, late of &LL8 WORTH,
probate court, then to 'e b»-ld at Ellsworth, in the county oi Hancock, deceased, and
within aud for said county of Hancock, at ten
given bonds as the iaw directs. All
o’clock in the forenoon, aud thow cause, if persons having demands sgainst the estate of said deceased are derfred to present
auy they have, why the prayer off the peti
the same for settlement, and all indebted
lioner should not be granted.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate. thereto are requts.ed to make payment imA true copy of tbe original order.
Charles P. Dorr.
mediately.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Executor.
February 4. 1908.
—
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OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

cut.

A true
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A

Banking.

It what your money will
invested in shares of the

A

A

Vtnbl

on

Lord.

03

THE

r|AHE

hereby gives notice that
rpHEhe subscriber
has been duly appointed adminisJL

trator of the estate of
CHARLE8 A. HaKRuTT, late of HLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present tbe same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Edward C. Barrett.
Bluehill, Feb. 6,1908.

subscriber hereby gives notice ihaS
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
RUEL W. HIGGINS, late of ELLSWOTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased,* and.
All pergiven bonds as the law directs
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imA LICK B. HlGUINS
mediately
Ellsworth, Feb. 5. 1908.

THE

by chance,

But the result of
Exhaustive study,
Bread made from

Alma

with him for

a

visit.

News was received here last Friday that
the two oldest children of Clarence Kent,

community.

by

jTJlJl
r^Tal

B. Bodiek. lata of Bdeu, to mdd
deceased.
First ana
rim
aad anas
eounty, uwniwi.
And ailliliems
annnmat at
as
De"J’ •dministsntor, filed fas aa*-

eight.

On reb. 5, at the home of Augustus
WHY PAY RENT
Clark, a daughter was born to Mr. and
when you can borrow on your
Mrs. Clyde Latty, and on the same date a
stives,'give a first mortgage and

EAST SURRY.

at once
led9* KidKgRemedydiabetes.

Thomas Milan, late of Southwest Harbor, to
uld ooonty, deceased. Final aeeoaat of Batto
W. Norwood, administrator, Bled for sattlo-

STATIC OF MAINE.

We Sell

gramme.

|

Fhfev*.

Boimaam

Eor

Hancock m.-A( a probate court beld ai
Bucksport, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fourth day of February, in the year of
our

week.

son.

Placentia.
who has been

were

B.

atmntusnnntta.

_

Arthur D. Hatch died Thursday after a
He formThe damaged goods
from brief iilneaa from heart trouble.
landed
schooner Nelson Y. McFarland were sold erly worked on the granite quarries in
,
Bluehill and Stonington, but about two
•t auction here last week.
Roy Tapley
bid in the goods bound for Penobscot.
years ago, his health failing, be purchased
a house here in the vicinity of his old
I
home, and moved here. He was an intelOBITUARY.
Abigal D., widow of Deacon Simeon T. ligent, industrious and strictly moral
Tapley, died Thursday, Feb. 6, aged man, an accommodating neighbor, a kind
eighty-six years and ten months. The and thoughtful husband, father and son.
deceased was the daughter of Ebenezer He leaves a widow and six children, be®nd Polly Dorr
Carlton, of Bluehill, and j sides an aged mother dependent on his
was the last
surviving member of a family care, and a brother. They have the sinof eight children. She was born in Blue- cere sympathy yt-all.
,
hill in April, 1821, was married there to
Mrs. J. P. Haney, who has been in failMr. Tapley December
to
8, 1847, coming
ing health for a long time, recently had
Brooksville to reside, entering the home an ill turn which rendered her nearly
where she lived for sixty
years, and where helples*.
she died.
/
H.
Feb. 17.
Mrs. Tapley was one of the oldest resij
dents of the town, a most estimable
BUCKSPORT.
woman, and will be missed by a large
Martin Ball died at his residence on
j
circle of friends. She united with the Machanic street
Wednesday evening after
Congregational church at an early age and a long illness, aged eighty-six years. Mr.
wab a devoted Christian
life.
She
through
Ball had been a resident of Bucksport for
*8
8Qrvived by four sons, Charles P. and
fifty-nine years, coming here from Eastbewail D., of this place, Edward K., of
port. He first settled at Dedham and
Brooklin, and Pearl T., of New York, and later made Bucksport his home. He was
one
daughter, Mrs. Charles Babbidge, who an industrious and obliging neighbor.
lives at the old homestead and has tenHe was connected with the tire departderly cared /or her aged mother.
ment for many years, being steward for
The funeral was held at the home SunDeluge engine company for a long time.
Feb. 9, Kev. A. B. Carter officiating. He is surv ived
by his widow who is an
The bearers were four of her
grandsons, invalid, and very low at the present time,
«arry M., Herman P., Fred G., and Olden a
son, Daniel Ball, of Rockland, three
Tapley. Interment was at Mount P*st. daughters, Mrs. M. J. Kittridge, Miss
*'eh-17.
Tomson.
Alice Ball, and Miss Catherine Ball.

What Everybody Wants.
de*ire» 8™* health, which is
the kidneys are healthy,
vij
Corrects irregularities
and
,*!*/ Rcniedy
or bladder diaorders
p1’?1* of

—

---

JUgal Xotitfi).

Alden Robertson’s barn.
Feb. 10.

Resolved,
That in the death of Brother
Grindle our cduncil has lost a worthy and
faithful member, one ever ready to do what
mate of steamer
he could for the good of his council.
Mineola, who has been ill at Bar Harbor,
Resolved, That we extend to the stricken
He will remain un- parents our heartfelt
came home Saturday.
sympathy. May they
til able to resume his duties aboard the look beyond the dark cloud and see the star
(
still shining never to set.
boat.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
W. H. Freeman had a crew at work fillI mourning and that a copy of these resolutions
ing his ice-hyuse last week. Fortunately be
placed upon the records of our council, one
they were able to finish on Friday, as Sat- j sent to the bereaved parents, and one sent to
The
urday’s storm spoiled the hauling.
Ellsworth American for publication.
!
G.
Feb. 17.
L. Gertrude Stover,
Florence Merrill,
GOTT’S ISLAND.
Pearl Emerson,
Committee on resolutions.
Miss Minnie Trask, of Atlantic, is visit-

enjoyed cottage

Stinson and wifev
few days last week.

..

the exeoutrlx therein named.
John Torrey, Jr., late of Barry, in said is—
Petition that
‘J.
Vrawsome other suitable person bo
spied-administrator of tbe estate at said
toed, preseated by Med bury J. ~l rngt.
a creditor of said da_
Sabi a J. Hardison, late of Franklin, In sa»
county, deceased. First aad Anal nmuml at
Barry L. Crabtree, administrator. Bled tor

ple remedies, was practically a sure specific
for the Eczema, psoriasis, barber’s itch,
salt rheum and dther itching skin diseases.
Bnt the oil of wintergreen alone
was found ineffective.
It required other
mild ingredients such as glycerine and
thymol compounded with the wintergreen
to produce the real eczema cure.
This compounded D. D. D. Prescription
positively takes away the itch at once—
Fred Bickford, who has been employed the instant it is applied to the skin. This
at the Ogden farm, returned to his home vegetable liquid does away with deleterious drugs eo long used in an attempt to
in Winter Harbor Friday.
doctor the blood, whereas modern science
Mrs. Abbie West, of East Sullivan, is
has determined that eczema is first and all
keeping house for Alden Robertson, while the time a skin disease.

by many.
work.
Presiding Elder H. B. Haskell preached
Mrs. Nsncy L. Mills, who has been the
Frank A. Babbidge has gone to Portland morning and evening at the Methodist
guest of Mrs. Mary Watson, has returned for treatment at the Maine general hos- I church, Sunday, Feb. 9.
to her home.
Mrs. Susie Hastings, of Bangor, repital.
Miss Laura H. Jonea returned WednesWilliam Harding has been repairing hia turned home last week after a few weeks’
day from a visit with relatives in Bucks- dory, and getting ready to carry hia wood visit to her mother, Mrs. Eben Richard-

a

—

Drugs.

I_
ing her sister, Mrs. Charles Harding.
ladies' circle will be entertained
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Miss Vira Joyce and Miss Bessie Joyce,
Thursday, Feb. 21, by Mrs. William Davia.. of Atlantic, are visiting friends here.
( Henry Gray and Prank Gilley moved
The valentine sapper and entertainment
M. V. Babbidge was at Petit Plaisants | their families into their new cottages last

<-’apt. Philip

Elizabeth Fartridse, late of Orland, fa add
county, deceased. A certain instrument oar*
porting to be the last will and teataaaena at
Mid deceased, together with petition to*
poobate thereof, presented by James Fred Partridge, tbe executor therein named.
Alblr
ilon T. Stubbs, lute of Boeksport, to said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will aad t astern emu of
told accessed, together with petition far loobate thereof, presented by khoda A. 1 toVis,

Itching, Burning

The

dl

character, capacity,

PILLS

town

was

on

concentration and health. De*
velop the first three by all means
—maintain the last by the one
best means—

BEECHAM’S

daughter.
Harvey P. Freeman,

_

WEST BROOKS VILLE.

chaple Friday evening

depends

storm door.
The water came into his
His wife and two little boys he
entry.
took into the keeper’s house, as it was
thought to be stronger and safer. The
walks were all swept away, and things
knocked to pieces in general.
Mr. NewSolS Bvfrjwhm.
fa bom Me. and Sc.
man says it was the
toughest storm they
have seen for years out there. Mrs. W. P.
SIMPLE WASH CURES ECZEMA
Kent, whose husband is second assistant
on Libby island light in Machias
bay,
says the sea washed about all of the
Skin Disease Routshingles from the rdof of the whistle
ed
Without
Use
of Injurious
house, aDd moved an Old boiler which was
taken from the whistle house lest fall,
Great inventors often have been praised
and which weighed about six tons, quite a
for surrendering the secrets of their disdistance.
coveries.
Practically the same thing hapFeb. 17.
Dollt.
pened in the medical world in the case of
ahhvii.i.e
Dr. Decat nr D. Dannie, thy eminent skin
Primary and grammar schools closed specialist of Chicago.
Dr. Dennis, in his own office practice,
Jan. 31.
The poetofflce here has recently been discovered that pure vegetable oil of wintergreen, properly mixed with other simmade a
office.

WV»

Cove, is visit-

Andrew Carter and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a

Mrs. O.

at the

Success in Life

Miss Morrises tie, Bret assistant in the
money-order
academy, has tendered hsr resignation to
Miss Mary J. Goodwin is spending a few
take effect Feb. 21. Pnnk E. McGouldweess with Capt. N. H. Bickford and wife
rick, district superintendent of schools,
at Ogden farm.
has been engaged to fill the vacancy for
Mrs. E. E. Bragdon returned Sunday
the remaining three weeks of the winter
from a visit with Mrs. A. P. Havey at
[term.
West Sullivan.
The drama, “An Old Fashioned Binging
Misses Ruth and Abbie Bragdon are
School," was given in the town hall by
local talent Friday evening, for the benefit guests of Mrs. Grace Wood Clark and
of the Bloehill base-ball team, of which other relatives at West Gouldsboro.

M.

Mabel Hodgion is making a short
stay with her relatives at the new mill.

has

Capt. Humphrey, of Portland, was
last week adjusting s marine loss.

well filled.

MEMORIAL

Miss

ner.

Capt. Joseph Woodward has bought

are

_

Samuel Dunbar remains very ill.
Paul Weacott and son Allen are borne
trom Port land.

parents,

in town

3Ltgal Notfos.
To *11 persons interest**!
totes hereinafter meed.
At * probate court h*M at buekupoet, Is ntofi
for the count? of Huneock, on the leeilh
da? of February, a. i. IMS.
T'H* folloerlng matters haring been n*eJL touted for the acttoo thereupon keeeto
after Indicated, it ie hereby ordered that tc>.
tie* thereof be gleen to all persona interoaoed.
by causing a copy of thto ardor to bo 1
liahed three weeks suoo
suoceaeirely la the i_
worth American,
tmerican, a newspaper published ah
Ellsworth,'th, in said county, that they may ama probate court to be held St Blto
worth, in sab) county, on the third day *r
March, a. d. It0», at tee of the clock into*
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they sew

Harry Hinckley is manager. The parts
were all well taken, especially those of
“Mistress Plunkett”, Mrs. A. M. Herrick,
petition.
Daniel H. Eppee, late of Ellaworth, In* aid
“the visiting squire,” Ed. J. Parker, and
Feb. 17.
8.
Petition filed by Lo*Mba.
county, deceased.
Julias Ceazar”, Eugene Carter. Miss Alice
W. Eppes, widow, for an allowance oat oft Us
Susan, widow of Edwin Wood, formerly Mayo was accompanist. The costumes her husband is in the woods at Gouldapersonal estate of said deceased.
Jessie H. Mscomber, minor, of FrankNm An
If you want to know more about the
of Surry, died at toe home of her daugh- were a fine
display of garments of “ye boro.
said county.
First account of Effie ILlfik
merits of D. D. D. Prescription, call at our comber,
ter, Mrs. EUa Eaton, at Newton, Mass., olden times”. A dance followed the
guardian, filed for settlement.
play,
store. We vouch for this remedy.
The
severe storm of Feb. 1 blew down
E.
G.
Thomas H. Mscomber, minor, of Franfifita*
Feb. 11, The remains were brought to Monaghan’s orchestra of four
in said county. First account of BIBc M-Mapieces fur- the chimney in the ell of J. K. Carpenter’s Moose Ellsworth, Me.
Surry Feb. 13, accompanied by her daugh- nishing music.
comber, guardian, filed for settlement.
and totally destroyed the doors of
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said
house,
ter and grandson, Mrs. Ella and Edward
Feb. 17.

O.

of

Andrew Grindle has been potting up a
large quantity of lee, and all the ice*houses

doing anything. They report teeing plenty of
The ladies’ Baptist circle was entersmelts, bnt they wont bits.
tained Thursday by Mn. B. P. Babsoa,

normal

all.
Feb. 17.

Miss Esther Allen, of North Sedgwick,
spent last week with Miss Edith Chase at
the Pendleton.

Rev. W. B. McBride’s wife and daughter
arrived last week, and the Mmily have
begun housekeeping in the parsonage.

SURHY.
The smelt fishermen

The roll call meeting of the Baptist
church was held Wednesday evening,
Feb. 12.

Sttcrtferaunt*

Suffering & Dollars Saved.
E. S. Loper, of Marilla, N. Y., says:

(America’* Greatest Winter Wheat Patent)

“I

and have had many severe
cuts healed by Bucklen’s Arnica Salve. It
has saved me suffering and dollars. It is
far the best healing salve I have ever
foiind.” Heals burns, sores, ulcers, fever
25c. at E. G.
sores, eczema and piles.

am a

“TownTalk” Flour
Combines delicious
Flavor with highest
Standards 'et nutrition,

carpenter

by)

Moore’s, druggist.

Atkyour Grocer for "Tld'Bits” from "Town Talk"

the latest

Appearance &

economy.

Thompson Terbune acidly

AUDREY S j
KNIGHT. |
®

By EPES W. SARGENT

Copyrighted. 1908. by Homer Sprmgov.

•

Across the snow clad fields the enchanted castle was brilliantly lighted,
•nd Audrey Sheldon, scanning with

longing eyes the wintry wastes, sighed
as she tried to picture the comfort
hidden by the gray wails.
It was not really a castle nor yet enchanted. but 't had pleased Major
Kirkwood to hare his home a copy of
a castie on the Rhine which he had
■een on one of his summer trips, ano
Audrey's imagination supplied the rest
The major was a bachelor and sel-

as she

pie
(be signal to the ladles to rise In order
to terminate the argument.
The men sere not long In joining the
ladles, and the major made straight
for Audrey's side, nor would be be dislodged until the party broke up.
As the last carriage rolled away Audrey turned to her employer with eyes
that danced. “It was such fun to masquerade.” she cried, with a little
“I wonder what the major
laugh
would say could he know that my returu to town In the morning was merely a change to the nursery governess."
“You will go up to town In the morn
tag." was the quiet re»|«>nse. “1 will
pay you a month's salary Instead of
I cannot have my
the usual notice.
darling children In the charge of a
person who so shamelessly pursues s
rich uian.”
The unexpectedness of the dismissal

SBomwiminM.

COUNTY NEWS.
fjf \<iditionol Count
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eon w.e

born to Mr. and

PROHINENT HOSPITALS SAY

1

BROOKXJN.
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Mrs. Thomas

PE-RU-NA IS EFFICIENT

Candage Feb. IS.
Capt. M. A. Flye la at home from Htonington for a few weeka.
Hollis Stanley pleasantly entertained
his friends at a valentine party Friday

B5a5S5ZSa5BS555SES25E5a5a525S5S5SSSS252SZSS5252S2535a5E525ZSesaSBSBSa5e^

IN RELIEVINQ ALL CATARRHAL

evening.
Miss Gertrude McFarland has returned
from Vinalhaven, where she has been

DISEASES.

teaching.
Three of the schools have closed for the
winter vacation. The Haven school is one

longer.

week

Mrs. Hope Kane Browne, of Gardiner,
with her children, is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Kmma Kane.
Mrs. J. B.

Babson, has returned from

Boston, where she has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Charles West.
Dr. Troy, of New York, is leading a
series of revival services at the Baptist
dom entertained on a 'arge scale, but
The church, assisted by Mr. Lyme, of Ottawa.
not last more than two weeks.
every night the lights flashed across happy light gone from her eyes, she Can., whojleads the singing.
loved
and
Audrey
the glittering snow,
Mrs. A. H. Mayo came home from Bosgroped her way to her room, scarce
to stand by the window and imagine seeing through her tears.
ton
Wednesday. She waa accompanied
There was no relenting the next by Miss Bernice IMaya, who has been at
that there ’Vived the knight who some
day would come to rescue her from the morning, and. with her few belongings the Booth bay hospital, whets she has
ogre as represented by Mrs. Tbomp- packed In the tiny trunk, she was driv- been operated upon for appendicitis.
Unb Femme.
Feb. 17.
aon-Terhune. the major’s niece and en to the station for the early train.
To her surprise the major was Impaneighbor.
NORTH BROOKLLN.
It was only two years since Audrey tiently pacing the platform In the rear
of the diminutive depot He hurried
Mattie Choate has gone to Sedgwick to
herself had been a social uueen of a
•mall domain, but something had gone forward to assist her to alight hut Au- work for John Cousins and wife.
wrong In her father’s bank. She never drey Shrank from him.
Mrs. Amanda Dodge, who has been ill.
“I thought yon would be going to is better; so also are D. Merrill Means and
understood what it was. but his perAudrey was too
dated to argue against the charge
She had nowhere to go. and the pitifully small sum she would receive would
was

town

Audrey had faced the situation
bravely, and for the two years since
her father’s death she had been governess to the two Tbompson-Terhune
girls at a salary so absurdly small
that Mrs. Thompson-Terbune lived in
dally dread that some one might discover how small was the sum paid
and coax the girl away.
Audrey turned away from the window and wearily sat down at the desk
It was
to correct the girls’ exercises.
• severely plain apartment, for Mrs.
Tbompson-Terhune was an ambitious
climber whose aims were far in excess of the Income she enjoyed, and
her money was spent only where it
would show.

-•

irw

lanumu

uiups

neie

me

shock that

ly.

grave.

A

a

on this train.” he cried exultantDidn't Isabel
“I'm going too.
come to see yon off?”
"It was all a mistake.” said Audrey,
trying to speak bravely. “It was because of your aversion to thirteen at
1 was
table tbat I was called upon.
Mrs. Thompson-Terhune's governess."
"So thgt's the
"Was?” he echoed.
trouble. Is It? I guess I do not need
more ample explanation.
My dear, my
niece’s fears are well founded,” he continued bluDtly.
"I did fall lu love
with you. That's why I am here this
morning to ask if I may call upon you
In town.”

sona) fortune had gone to sustain the
wrecked credit of the institution, and
the treachery of some of the directors
combined with the wreck of his fortune had sent Henry Sheldon to his

Fred Candage.
There was no meeting Wednesday evening, Pastor Koch going to Brooklin to
attend the revival services there.

||Reaidents of this community (are receiving letters from Long island, which is
adjacent to our shores, now designated by
the postoffice department as Seaville.
The school here, Miss Grace Gray, of
South Brooksville, teacher, dosed Friday
with appropriate exercises.
Miss Gray
has taught several terms here with fine
suicess.
All

pleased

are

E?Gott,

to

who went

hear that |Mrs. Grace
Dr. King’s aanito-

to

rium, Portland, to undergo an operation
for appendicitis, is> doing| finely, and will
“I do," said the major, with decision. soon be home again.
“Tou are going to be the guest of uiy
There wss a birthday party at Capt. and
partner's wife until you find a new Mrs. Emory Dodge's Thursday evening in
find
after
an
old
that
ail.
place—or
honor of their granddaughter, Miss Ruth
man may still be worthy of love.
Do Roberts. There were
interesting games,
will
think
that
be
so-so
hard?"
you
abundance of refreshments and altogether
“Xot so very." confessed the girl shy- it was an
enjoyableltime.
ly, and in her heart she knew that alFeb. 17.
Xbkophoh.
this
old
man
won
had
her
ready
kindly
affections. She had not thought of bis
WEST BROOKUN.
money, but it was inexpressibly pleasFrank Spear baa purchased a wood lot of
aon t even

snow

wuere

1

am

go-

ing," demurred Audrey.

um.»

■wall decorations of the schoolroom, and
three hard wooden chairs, a shabby
desk too old for office use, a folding
bed and a wardrobe completed the furnishing. It was at once the schoolroom and Audrey's apartment
Patiently the girl worked at her task
while she thought bitterly of the gayety downstairs, where preparations were
being made for a dinner party In honor
of Major Kirkwood’s birthday.
Long after the usual hour the housekeeper would send np a trayful of
broken meats, the leavings of the feast,
and she would eat It on the top of the
desk that also served as a bureau and
She thought of the
dressing table.
time when she would have been one of
the guests, and her dainty head fell
forward on the arms that were Sung
upon the desk.
The nervous closing of a door roused
her, and she sprang to her feet to face
lira. Tbompeon-Terbune.
“Too must help me out. Miss Sheldon,” she said abruptly. "I am In a
most terrible plight That horrid Martha Homer and her crowd are not coming over. That leaves just thirteen at
table, and Major Kirkwood Is so horribly superstitious. You simply must
pretend to be one of the guests. No
one around here knows you, and it
will be all right”
“But 1 have nothing to wear eicept
the most simple frocks," said Audrey.
“1 sold my evening gowns, you know,
to get money for the purchase of things
I rosily needed."
*T have some things that may fit
We are almost of a size. Mnrla shall
help you. Come with me.” The hostess
turned abruptly aod led the way to her
own apartments.
She was accustomed
to implicit obedience from her employees. and Audrey knew better than
to object
Sbe smiled to herself as tbe deft
French maid helped her Into a quiet
(own of gray. Audrey was a favorite
with tbe serraots, and with loving care
Mario pinned and draped until she was
satisfied with tbe result
Audrey was just In time to descend
the stairs and receive with
Mrs.
Thompson-Terhuue the first of the
With
tbe
guests.
strange feeling that
It was all a purt of the enchuntuieut.
she moved through the rooms, chatting
with the guests until dinner was announced
Mrs.Thumnsou-Terhuuecounted much
upon her prospects from the major.
He was still hale and hearty, hut sbe
lived In pleasurable anticipation of his
unexpected taking off. and she sadly
needed the money that would come to
her at his death
His word was law with her. and
when he Insisted that Audrey I* placed
next to him ut table* tbe hostess
gswnptly changed tin* seating arrangements even while she planned that
Andes; should he dismissed the uext
day with salary in lieu of a uotiee
Audrey, all unconscious of the anxieties of her hostess, enjoyed herself to
the full, and enjoyment transformed
the little face that had become so wan
and somber In the lost few months.
Knowing bow anxious Mrs. Thomp•on-Terhune was that her guest of honor might enjoy himself, Audrey exerted herself to be entertaining with such
good success that tbe major iusisted
that Audrey should be brought over to
the castle for luncheon some day before her return to town.
“Miss Sheldon unfortunately is returning to town tomorrow,” said Mrs.

such

ant to

be looked after Instead of look-

ing after others, and as the train sped
along the side of the river Audrey
knew that it would not be long before
she would come back again to be
chatelaine of the castle of her valiant

John Thurston.
Omar Eaton, of South Bluehill, is visit-

ing

friends here.

Mrs. Allen Henderson, of South Bluehill, is visiting her brother, Isaac Bridges.

knight

Henry Bridges and wife spent a few
days last week with Mrs. Carrie Closson at
North Sedgwick.
Tired Eyes.
People speak about their eyes being
Benjamin Spear, wife and daughter, of
tired, meaning that the retina, or see- North Brooklin, spent a few days with
ing portion, of the eye Is fatigued, bat Frank Spear and wife last week.

such Is not the case, as the retina hardly ever gets tired. The fatigue is In
the inner and outer muscle attached to
the eyeball and the muscle of accommodation which surrounds the lens of
the eye. When a near object Is to be
looked at this muscle relaxes and allows the lens to thicken, increasing its
refractive power. The Inner and outer
muscles are used In covering the eye
on the object to be looked at, the Inner
one being especially used when a near
object Is looked at It Is In the three
muscles mentioned that the fatigue Is
felt, and relief Is secured temporarily
by closing the eyes or gazing at far
distant objects. The usual Indication
of strain Is a redness of the rim of the
eyelid, betokening a congested state of
the Inner surface, accompanied with
some pain.
Sometimes this weariness
Indicates the need of glasses rightly
adapted to the person, and in other
cases the true remedy is to
massage
the eye and its surroundings as far as
may be with the hand wet in cold
water.
I

The Alternatives.
They had sot been engaged very
long, but already George had made It
apparent that the salary of a junior
shop assistant did not udmit of an ecstatic existence amid a sea of diamond
rings, theater stalls or even chocolate
creams.

Recently they walked together to a
The road was
neighboring village.
muddy, the wind bitter, and Daisy felt
that life would be better worth living
when she had an opportunity of reviving herself with tea and hot scones
George hesitated outside the only
restaurant in the place, and she smiled
hopefully. His hand stole to his trousers
He fumbled nervously
pocket
there for a moment
"Er—Daisy.” he said at last, ’will
you have something to eat now and
walk hack, or shall we have nothing
to eat and go hack by train?”—Pearson's.

Hoity Tcity.
Belden in bis Table Talk writes: “In
Eliznlieth'e time gravity and
State were kept up
In King .lames’
time things were pretty well.
Rut In
King Charles' time there has been
nothing but French-more and the cushion dance, omnium gatherum, tolly
polly, holte cometofte."
This phrase in modern French Is
haut coniine tolt.
The late Dr. Brewer, in his "Dictionary of Phrase and Fable.” says:
"The most prolaihle derivation 1
know* Is this* What we call 'seesaw'
used to be ended' *holty
tolty.' hoity
being connected with holt (to leap
our 'high,' 'height.' and
toity being
‘t’other holt’—l e.. first one side bolts,
then the other side.”—London Notes
and Queries.

Queen

upi.

Feb.

h.

B.

PENOBSCOT.
Like Hutchins is quite ill at the home
of Mrs. Abbie Snowman.
Miss Laura Bowden, of Belfast, is visit'
ing her parents, Willard Bowden and wife.

81 STIRS OF TMC COOP SHBPHtRD. MONTREAL.

HOSPITALS ALL OYER THE CONTINENT F150 PE-RU-KA VALUABLE IM TREATIM ALL CATARRHAL DISEASES
of the respiratory organs
Montreal. Nov. 1, 1903.
We found Peruna a relief la teverml
ailment in Canada for
eases.
at least two-thirds of the year.
We can eay It It a good tonic and ere
This condition is no doubt caused by
are very thankful.
the long, serere winters experienced in
SI*term 0/ the Oood Shepherd.
this part of the continent.
When catarrh once fastens i tec If upon
Therefore, when Pernna was discov- the system It becomes an obstinate disered by Canadian people to be a reliable ease to eradicate.
remedy for these catarrhal diseases, it
A systemic remedy—one that reaches
at once became a popular medicine, not
every internal organ ot the body—Is an
individuals
and
in
families,
only among
absolute necessity.
but in the great hospitals, where it was
Peruna la Just such a remedy. It
used as a preventative and relief in searches out the cause of the disease,
hundreds of cases.
healing and strengthening the mucons
These Institutions do not hesitate to membranes, and thus giving Nature an
give their endorsement of the remedy opportunity to perform her part of the
which has been so helpful in the treat- restorative process.
ment of their poor and sisk.
One of the many hospitals which havs
Among these institutions is that of found reruns of value Inireatingoldand
the Sisters of Good Shepherd, who gave obstinate cases of catarrh is the Hospital
the following endorsement:
St. John, who write, as follows:
“We are happy to tell you that your
The Pernna Company,
Peruna has given us satisfaction. Three
Columbna, Ohio,
used
Pernna
tor
the
Having
poet tew patients have tried it. one 6S years old,
month*, tor oar tick and poor, we are Renout Dupnis, afflicted with catarrh, is
happy to any that It baa given us great much relieved, more than he has been
utis faction.
for a number of years.
The Slater* of the Oood Shepherd,
"A young girl, IS years old, had aa
Auguat 20,1903.
obstinate cough, which hall a bottle of
Montreal.
Peruna caused to disappear.
After a continued use of the remedy,
“As to myself, two bottles have conthis institution has found no reason to vinced roe that Peruna is magnificent
change its good opinion of the remedy as a tonic.
and expresses its satisfaction in the fol"Before the treatment X could not
walk for a quarter of an hour without
lowing terms
is

lerred.

Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Blood.

common

Alter tbe work the ladies of the
a

banquet.

Wells F. Ward well fell and fiactnred
his left knee. He is doing well at present.
His many friends hope for his speedy
recovery.
Feb. 17.

W >odlockk.

SOUTH BROOKBVH.t
The harbors
is

Over-Work Weakens
Your Kidneys.

a

O. E. S. served

There was a special meeting of Rising
Star lodge, F. and A. M., Wednesday evening, it which the third degree was con-

SttartiKnunt*.

are

clear

F

of ict.

The infant daughter cf Edwin J. Smith
dangerously ill.

The schooner Begins discharged a load
of coal for the granite company last week.
The municipal officers
have posted
notices for town meeting
Monday,
March 2.

__.

kicneyi

17-_

Remedy

CATARRH

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
it

absorbed.

Gives Relief at Once.
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drive?
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the.Senses of Taste and Smell. Full &ize
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

_

SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
Mrs. Albert Howard is ill.
Miss Flora Day is very ill with
gastric
fever.
John Pert, who has been
spending tbe
winter in West Surry, has returned
home
Feb. 17.
r.
How many well-toned intellects
get out
of tune when some fool strums the
strings
of their conceit.

A later letter received from thr lem*
read* aa fellow*:
“Threo week* eye / wrote fo tell
how
JW
—thfmctory we fouai
Ptnnm.
We rvoomaeed It highly hr
COM*, cough*, catarrh end neuralgia.
■'1 have ueed It myeelf aa a tom- with
the beet reeulta, taken aa direr tod, htlf
a teaepoonfol every half hour.”
Mr*. Etta Booker, Pandarn SuL
N. W. T„ Canada, write*:
“I suffered with pelrto catarrh until
I wrote to Dr. Hartman, and alter taking treatment aa he adrtaed. ! ran uy
I am now cured of thl* moet
tryiag
affliction, for whlrh I am truly thankful. I think Parana the beet med: ins
for catarrh. I never frit batter m
my
life than 1 do al present.”
a
Parana not only promptlv rrli-rra
rough! and colda In their drat .tairta,
bat I* equally prompt and efficient far
catarrhal dleeaeee In the chronic ataga.
Of coarse, It Is only raw* .natl- te
enppoee that a great deal leee m It <ae
will beneoaeeary toeureaelight attack
of catarrh than would he requ:~d te
relieve the all meat alter u had Utah ah
lowed to beooaae chrutiw.
lnetl tution

COUNTY NEWS.
fW additional

Otmaty Stitt

tot

> »umtror* b*rv,
made hn
He ha* opened hi* ramp and »• pr* iarm
baaket-*luff and hark to be rrxdt ftik*
•uraiwr trade.

wb

otter ptf

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Mr*. C. A. Kimball left for Ronton Friday for a few days.

The rain cf Friday and Ihlurdiy hi
spoiled the sledding here. Then *r- «tUi

many « bo have not got Uetr i«* •«•<! » *d
Thoaa that have their Ice are % I J.
Clement, Clement A Hillings, nee. ii*rb*c
Christina Nilson spent Sunday with her ; Pi*b Co. and T. A. Mriatlre
*
i
Keb. 17.
grandmother at the Sound.

Mrs. Clara Smallidge, ot Seal Harbor,
visiting friends here.

I

is

__

William Holmes has returned home
after a tew days in Boston.
Mrs. Stephen Smallidge fell on the ice
last week, and hurt her hip quite badly.

D. I. Patch, of the Bangor theological
seminary, preached two Interesting serThe teams and men have been
busy mons Sunday.
filling the ice-houses, the good hauling
Mrs. Edward Reed has been spending a
lasting just long enough to finish the few
days with her daughter, Miss Annie,
work.

All the blood in your body passes
through
your kidneys once every three minutes.
The kidneys are your
h»3t «
Feb. 17.
V
D1000 purifiers, they filc.
l) ter out «he waste or
IdLESFORD.
r impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
There has been no service at the Conof order, they fail to do ! gregational church for the
last tew weeks.
their work.
Roderick K. Stanley arrived home SatPains, aches and rheu- I
urday, after takings course in the Shaw
mat 12m come from ex*
j business
cess cf uric acid in the
college at Portland.
blood, due to r,rr>r>H
School taught by Miss Eva Grace, of
Kidney trouble.
Cherry field, closed Friday. Saturday eveKidney trouble cause* quick or ur.r-eady
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who has been ill.

George Savage has returned from the
South, where he has been spending the
winter with his family.
About twenty-four attended the basketball game at Bar Harbor Friday evening.
Our boys played between the halves.
The meeting ot the local union which
was to be held at Bar Harbor
Saturday
was postponed
owing to the severe storm.
Last Wednesday evening the Northeast

Harbor bowlers entertained the Bar Harbor team. They served 8 o’clock and midnight suppers. Bar Harbor won the game
by 1(M pins. On the same evening the
basket-bail team from Bar Harbor was
over and defeated Northeast 38 to 7.
There
is some allowance to make as Bar
Harbor
bad two first men and its instructor.
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WEST EDEN.
Mrs. Agnes Mayo has gone to Manset to
visit her father, John Reed.
Mrs. Alice Brailey and little son have
returned home from Bar Harbor.
G. N. Rich intends to build a store on
the site-of the one
recently destroyed byfire.
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ployed at Mattawamkeag,
urday.
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Lillian Hamor is visiting her
Archie Higgins and Mrs. Nellie
Ingalls, at Bar Harbor.

children,

BEAL HARBOR.
Mrs. Lucy Butler is at Northeast
Harbor
visiting her son James.
Miss Jennie Libby, who has been
visiting her parents at Buck’s Harbor, returned

Tuesday.
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week, when John 8now, the Indian
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DYSPEPSIA
Meddybemp* Mt, Aug
For yean X kn« bom tr jI
»>U» dyspepsia, and alter takmi «•»
bottles of X. F.' Atwood * Bitter*. 1
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find myaclf much improved
spring tonic I believe it h** n
Your* respectfully.
Mr*. Helen SpauldingEveryone
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Remove The Cause.
How to Remedy Much of the
lug In Ellsworth.
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There la hardly a family
worth where there are not
more members who nutter at
from the effeeia of a weak atuma.
It may be that thia occurs only *! ,r
eating some food that doe* not »iieeor beuanse ot a supper late at rig!.or it may be that the stomach is*®
weak that scarcely any food can <*
eaten without pain mud dtaire**
The only way to treat a condition O'
thia kind success'ully is with .Ml o n*
It removes the cause of indigestion
weakness of the muscles ol the »t< ™
ach and bowels, and re.tore. tn'
whole digestive system to health at<
'*>*
strength so that it takes care of ail
food that is eaten.
Get well and strong by using Mi-o-ns
tablets. Take the remedy at the tir*.
can
symptom of indigestion, when y ou
be cured easily with a few do*e«However, no case of stomach trout)'®
is too severe or chronic for Mi-o »*
to overcome.
G. A. Parcber sella it under an an**’
lute guarantee to refund the mon*.
unless it cures. A 50-cent box****
for a couple of weeks, and will oo
o
more real good than a dozen boxe*
■

the ordinary digestive tablets?
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